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Crowned Miss Lynchburg

\ "Check us dutr'qnjine at

By D o m i n i q u e McKay

NEWS REP^ER§|£>

Jews

I ight years after entering her first pageant to
I help a friend's fundraiser, Sarah Fitzpatrick I walked away with a sparkling crown and
the Miss Lynchburg title two weekends ago.

trief
•-• > • JOB LOSSES TOTAL 63,000
The U.S. Labor Department
reported a net loss of 63,000
jobs in February, according to
CNN. This report strengthens
^ ^ ^ ^ S f t h e country is headed
for an economic recession.

After moving to Lynchburg
to attend Liberty University in
the fall of 2007, Fitzpatrick — a
prayer leader on East 1 — was
required to wait a full semester before becoming eligible to
compete in the Miss Lynchburg
pageant as a resident of Virginia. According to Fitzpatrick,
the pageant season was quickly
coming to an end and Miss
Lynchburg was her last chance
to qualify for the Miss Virginia
competition.
That was the- last one I could
compete in," Fitzpatrick said. "I
wanted it really bad just because
my new home is in Lynchburg,
i audit was the LynchbJirg^Me^p
Fitzpatrick had a team of
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M j t M d i n g her boy:[.\fjatnc|||uadrnates from Liberty
^pKHplfcrnother, who traveled

I DEMOCRATS FIGHT IT OUT
Sen. Hillary Clinton captured
the Democratic primaries in
state powerhouses Ohio and
Texas last Tuesday, rescuing
her floundering campaign
and indefinitely lengthening
the fight for the D e m o ^ ^ ^ &
presidential n o m j n a f i M | f | l ~
Sen. Barack Obama made a
comeback Saturday^ Winning
the Wyoming caucus by a
wide margin,,aJeoPdihg to The
-Associated Press. Obama also
^ ^ ^ a r ^ j i t o b e | w a e ^ / f t M 2*
fer^^^^i^h^in
Rhode
^/slan^We^^^^rag^g^aii -^ulu^^o^^aly^feoidi^g-,
to C N N . c q m i . ^ * |

"I was redly praying that God
would bless her for standing ug
her beliefs," said senior Abb~$
Guthi'ie, who is Fitzpatrick:!
roommate. "It was really a teStp
mony of God working."^ I
The pageant began with ah
interview: portion where Fi6?
Ste^^(-)ra<.l^^icomig'hw^r^a.4s epirMck^vav^ajJl^l^ibout^'icj
iljlllgjervt through each portion view on the controversial topic
of gay adopnjlllpip
^M^^>mpetition.
^ ^ W e ^ l like I had been there
I wMiheir to see her through the
See MISS LYNCHBURG, A 8
^^^^h'jng,'and I kind ofshared

•• W A T E R B o f ^ N G ^ E ^ | J t ; ;
* ^ « i d e n t ' B u s h vetoed a bill
on Saturday banning the CIA
' f r o m using waterboarding
t o gain information from .
terrorists, a f e o p i n g to the AP.
Waterboardin|prcontroversial
interrogation technique,
simulates drowning and is.
- considered torture by many
security exgerts&f?\
I BOMBS IN TIMES SQUARE
' A small bomb e x p l o d S i m i g f / .
Times Square early Thursday
morning in front of the military
recruiting station, according t o
the New York Times. A bicyclist
planted the bomb and rode
away. The device exploded
shortly before 4 a.m.
• M A N SLAYS RELATIVES
Jessie Dotson, a convicted killer
recently released from prison, is
being charged with the deaths
of six people in Memphis,
Tenn. The victims included
his brother and t w o children,
according t o the AP.
* UNC CAMPUS SHOOTINGS
University of North Carolina
(UNC) student body president
Eve Carson was shot to death
Wednesday morning, according
to the AP. Carson was a Georgia
native and a senior at UNC.
Although police have since
discovered leads in the case,
they have yet t o produce a
suspect or charge anyone with
the crime.
k MIDWEST BLIZZARDS
A record snowstorm buried
parts of Ohio in over 20 inches
of snow, according to the AP.
The storm and its aftermath
caused at least four deaths.

her emotion with nervousness
and everything," said Stephenjg
Chatman, a junior Spiritual Life
Director on East 1.
"I loved to see how she did net
compromise herself in any wayt
shape or form," said Brittney
Felder, a senior and Resident
Assistant on East 1. "I personally
was so proud to say she was'a
part ofmy leadership team." I

, fe the campianity '

.

.Ch<j)$d|jfie glaie4^p helpirigin^icl
By Stan Barringer
NEWS REPORTER

On a non-descript COTjSrfsrih:"-"
ning perpendicular to Tjngrapfake
Road sits T h e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W a t e J y - ^
^ora^HSMily^u^^^ffi^^fias/
^ivccnthfbaltMiic'm*^;
many Liberty students.-•{,',
In the past few moril|ilp
individuals have helped^^MfiFK>;
tian owners earn extra money for
business and^^gdi^^^^nsfe:^
Store owner Jyl Van Dusen said
she has been touched by students'
willingness to help her business.
"I was encouraged by the heart
(students) showed in wanting to
do something," Van Dusen said.
They promised to pray for me.
Prayer is the best thing I could
have asked for, but these kidsalso
insisted on doing something to
help."
Students Perry Petrozelli and
Justin Warner visited The Bakery
and struck up a conyecs^&ijssaj^^
Van Dusen a b ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p
of management, and caring for her
husband, Bill, who suffers from
Alzheimer's disease.
"I knew God had sent them for
something other than donuts,"
Van Dusen said. They asked how
they could pray for me. The store
wasn't making enough to cover
my husband's medical bills, but
I told them how God provided
for us from day to day. Then they

neeif. t o resci
stories In
this issue

; for

Campiis coftstfuctton ,'

Lisa Millard:
Dining hall
design guru
and more
By Natalie Lozano
NEWS REPORTER

TWIST ON SERVICE — Students helped the store owners in a moment of need.

kept asking what they could do for
me."
Petrozelli and Warner, students
on Dorm 22-2, worked with Resident Assistant (RA) Tyler McClure to organize a brother/sister
dorm visit to The Bakery. The
first and second floors of Dorm 22
helped to clean the shop and emp-

ty trash cans. They also bought
the entire inventory of donuts.
"My RA partner and I took 50
or 60 people over there to help out
Jyl," McClure said. "We surprised
them, that's for sure!"

I \ SPOUTS • m
Eight children. One single
mom. Liberty students
from Dorm 2 have high
hopes for help.

Courtney Watkins leads
Lady Flames baskeball
by being an example
on and off the court.

Students astonished by the drasti<£
changes in the appearance of the RebepThomas Dining Hall and the Founder's*
Food Court might also be surprised to
learn that the bright colors and unusual
shapes were the creative products of
the reality-show celebrity designer Lisa
Millard.
Fans of the HGTV series "Design
Star" may recognize Millard from her
reality television debut during the summer 2006 season. Contestants on Design Star compete for the opportunity
to host their own HGTV show by exj,
hibiting their creativity in assigned de£
sign tasks.
Millard was shopping for furniture;
online in the fall of 2006 when she saw;
an open casting call for HGTV.
£j
"I couldn't click fast enough, onh£
hoping that Design Star was one of th£
• shows to try out for," Millard said.
The filming of Design Star began;
in March 2007, but the show's late Jul£
airdate required that Millard not reveal*
any details forfivemonths.

Please see BAKERY, A 4
Please see MILLARD, A5-

N8WS-*A*
Think your water is safe?
Check again. Joyanna
Gilmour discusses recent
findings in city water.

Opinion eyes the gap that :
exists between human
diversions and facing the I
reality of everyday life.

Students help
family of nine

folk [adj.] - of or originating among the common people

NEWS REPORTER

Students tour
state capitol,
meet delegates

The popular TLG television
show "Jon and Kate Plus Kight"

NEWS REPORTER

By Mitchell Malcheff

By Mattison Brooks

documents the lite of Jon and
Kate, who spend their days chasing around their eight children. For
I Anchburg native Sarah Toms, that
life is not a TV show. It is a reality.
Toms is the mother of Alura, 8;
Jonathan. (•>•. Adaysia, 5: twins Amara and Aldan, y. Rmma. 2. and
twins Jaleah and Jessie. 7 months.
The kids take up so much rime and
energy that they have bed >mc Toms'
full-time job. Toms was forced to
work her 168-hour a week job alone
until Cassie Elmer and the rest of
Dorm 2 stepped in.
Elmer, a junior studying missions from Littleton. Colo., met
Toms while participating in CampusServe, Elmer began to babysit
for Toms so she could do little
things like take a shower or get groceries. In no time at all. Klmcr had
the rest of her friends from Dorm 2
helping out
"Someone had the idea of adopting the family as our hall family.
Now. when 1 babysit for them, it's
not actually just me — we always
have the apartment full of girls on
our hall helping." Elmer said.
Elmer, who is a Spiritual Life
Director on Dorm 2. plans on going into overseas ministry full-time
to work in orphanages. She says
that working with the Toms family
is great preparation for her future.
There's always someone tugging at your shoulder, jumping on
you or ci\ing." Elmer said.
Junior Rachel Cerra, the Resident Assistant for Dorm 2. says
that the family has provided a great
way for the dorm to minister and to
grow closer to each other.
"We have the coolest group of
girls. Our girls want to help out."
(terra said. "In prayer groups they're
praying, and as we continue to
share with them, they arc going to
be more willing to help out."
Elmer says that Toms was wary
of her intentions at first but began
to soften after Elmer gave her a
Wal-Mart gift card.
"Initially. I think she was kind of
hesitant, but once it was a consistent thing, and she saw I didn't have
an) motive besides wanting to help
them, she really opened up," Elmer
said.
Now. Elmer is dreaming up
bigger plans to help out the family.
Specifically, the four-wheeled. V-8,
10-seat type of dreams.
"I don't know anything about
cars, but just one where they will all
be able to buckle up and the little
ones will all have a car scat and the
8-year-old won't have to ride in the
front seat." Rimer said.
Please see FAMILY, A4

CHARITY FOKYSIKK

Liberty grad opens'Folk'
clothing store downtown
By Brandon Gallagher
NEWS REPORTER

Amidst downtown Lynchburg revitalization efforts currently in the works, one new business slated
to open March 15 intends to make both a local and
global impact.
Nestled downtoyvn near the corner of Fifth and
Clay Street is Folk, a female clothing boutique that
is the brainchild of Liberty alumnus Ali Hallock and
her friend Sarah Jean Simmons.
"I wanted to open up a clothing store for a long
time, and Ali had the idea as well, and. to be honest,
we were dri vi ng i n a ear one day, and wc were gctti ng
to know each other, and we were just brainstorming
about what to do in this town, and we both realized
wc wanted to do this," Simmons said.
Opening on March 15, Folk is not a typical downtown boutique.
"Wc came up with the name Folk, and the adjective definition is 'of or originating among the common people," and that gave us a lot of inspiration,"
Hallock said.
Hallock and Simmons decided they wanted to
open up a female clothing boutique featuring independent designers who care about the individuals
who buy their clothes, which arc made of organic
cottons and fabrics.
"Something that is very important to both Sarah
and I is that people know where the clothes are coming from, and they know the designers behind the
clothing and who they are supporting," Hallock explained.
Social responsibility is an important concept at
Folk. Many of the clothing lines are fair trade, meaning that purchasers of goods in developed countries
are paying fair market price for these goods to producers in developing nations. Fair trade is also practiced to help the developing nations become less vulnerable and more economically self-sufficient.
"It is important that people know who is affected
and how things came to be (on the shelf) when they

arc buying clothes, hopefully helping the way consumerism is going — changing the way people view
it." Simmons said.
The pair also wanted to create an interesting
place for people to visit when strolling through
downtown Lynchburg. They hope they have created a place where people can go not only to shop for
stylish items from independent designers but also to
buy jewelry or items made locally.
"We both hope that people become involved in
this store as much as they can whether it is things
that they create, or liking the feel of it," Simmons
said.
Hallock and Simmons present Folk as a stylish
yet comfortable shop. They hope to create a cultural point of access that will bring people who live in
Lynchburg or attend college in the city to the downtown area, since they believe it is a place with beautiful buildings and a rich history.
Hallock. who moved to Lynchburg from California six years ago to attend Liberty and play volleyball, believes her experiences at Liberty helped
bring her to this point of her life.
"I met a group of friends that I really fell in love
with and who made me want to stay, and I really
started to fall in love with the downtown area." Hallock said.
Both girls arc very passionate about art. fashion and earth-friendly products. They have genuine concern for both the products they sell and the
people who will make and purchase these products.
They arc both looking forward to opening Folk and
interacting yvith their customers to gain a sense of
what people from other places would like to see in
their store.
Whether it is the organic cottons, fair trade lines,
original jeans, vintage clothing and boots or handmade jcweln'. Folk otters a reason to go downtown
and try something new and different in Lynchburg.
Contact Brandon Gallagher at
birigallagher@liberty.edu.

Students traveled to Richmond
on Tuesday, March 4, to tour the
Virginia legislative buildings, meet
with delegates and members of
the I louse and enjoy several tours
throughout the day.
Students began the day by meeting with delegates, who praised the
I Jbcrty students'willingness to take
part in the system of government
and to learn more about democracy.
Delegates also thanked Liberty for
its message and willingness to stand
for its principles despite the adversity Christians often face.
"You arc fortunate to be attending a sch(K)l of such caliber where
integrity and faith are the focus,"
Delegate Lacy Putney said.
Delegates also discussed conservative values and their impact on
both large and small political bodies. Each legislator gave their own
outlook on politics in their separate
constituencies, emphasizing how
important faith was to daily duties.
Students expressed their appreciation for the kind words and support
from the delegates.
"It was great meeting them,"
freshman Taylore Harris said. "It's
kind of funny to hear how much
they like Libert)' and how well it's
actually known. It was really encouraging to hear it."
The delegates then needed to return to their duties, but this allowed
the I Jbcrty students to get a chance
to sec them at work. As a special
surprise, the delegates also officially
recognized the students at a House
session.
"It was definitely cool," junior
Andrew Zweigenbaum said. "It
was very interesting to sec how it
worked. You see it one way on TV,
but it's way different in real life."
The students were also able to
sit down for lunch with a member
of the lobbying group Americans
for Prosperity. The lobbyists emphasize the need for conservative
government, reduced spending and
an end to earmarks in legislature.
After lunch, the students were
treated to a tour of the legislative
building, which included an extensive r(K>k at the history of Richmond
and the significance of the sculptures and art that dot the building
and portray significant people or
events in Virginia's history.
The tour, which included brief
lectures on the history of the sites
from the tour guide, wound through
the lower and upper levels of both
the old and current House building
with several stops along the way to
view significant pieces of art.
Pfease see RICHMOND, A4
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What would you change about Liber
"One thing that I would change would be the academics. We need
the difficulty of our majors, then I think the outside world would resi
from an Ivy League school. Liberty is growing very fast, and that can cause some growing pain
see sometimes, but as long as there is good leadership to help smooth things over, I think Liberty i:
right direction. There are many things that need improvement here at Liberty, but that is no different
healthy, growing university."
—Julie Arnold, Senior, Business Finance, Southwitk, Mass.

"I would have to say that if I would change something about Liberty, I really would recommend a co-ed commpi
in dorms that Liberty male and female students could hang out in and not be given a certain amount of time to be at
a dorm. Students would wait a whole semester just for Hut one night
we coul'^
uYinthesis-bro
dorms rooms. I think if we had more times like that, that aku lasted lonqer, it would be really appreciated by the
student body. Other than that, our school lead*-;
--lose Matos, Junior, Business Manaqr

a, Mail.
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Weigh Your Waste program puts
excess eating into perspective

STK'PIIANIKSTKI:ZZI

By Daniel Martinez

"Keystone College in Pennsylvania
started it, but we arc a much bigger
NEWS REPORTER
school with much more waste," she
Hosting thousands of students and said.
staff every day, the Rcbcr-Thomas
Every day at the dining hall, stuDining Hall goes through tremendous dents who have finished caring put
amounts of food, a good deal of which their trays in the tray remrn, often, as
is wasted.
VanWingcrden said, with "completely
However, in recent weeks, the din- edible fbod wasted — whole burgers
ing hall has been experiencing a rapid completely untouched." Now, the evdecline in the amount of wasted food eryday process has changed. Accorddue to the induetion of a new conser- ing to VanWingcrden, once the trays
vation program called "Weigh Your go through the tray renirn. the extra
food from each tray goes into a maWaste."
According to Elizabeth VanWing- chine called a pulpcr, which mashes
crden, the Resident Marketing Man- the food rightly together, weighs it and
ager of the Reber Thomas Dining Hall, dumps it into a trash can. The pulped
"Waste has spiked this year because of waste is loaded into a pulped trash can,
which has the capacity of eight regular
self-service."
After l(K>king for an environmental- trash cans, weighing between 250 and
ly-conscious program to let students 300 pounds.
know how much is wasted, she turned
"The workers keep count of how
to a program similar to those that have many trash cans arc filled each day,"
been used at other sch(X)ls with Sodex- Katclyn Jackson, a Liberty sc'nior and
ho dining services in the past.
the dining hall's Snident Promotions

Coordinator, said. Then I get the
numbers and post them so the students
can sec the progress."
Weigh Your Waste was initiated
on Ecb. 18, and 7,500 pounds of food
waste were accumulated in the first
week. Currently, the main campus dining hall is the only location on campus
participating in the Weigh Your Waste
program.
With new posters bearing some
facts aboutftx>dwaste and a daily tally
of the amount of waste posted, the program showed improvement in its second week, cutting the number down to
5,750 pounds.
"A lot of students have come up to
me, very happy that the dining hall is
making this attempt to conserve," Jackson said.
"I think it's a really good thing to
have — a great way to get people to notice how much they're wasting," freshman Stephanie Craham said..
"I was raised being taught not to
waste," sophomore Aaron Poch said.
"This program definitely makes people
more aware of what they're doing."
One of the dining hall's new posters
drove the point home with the statement, "On average, a snident wastes 75
pounds of food a year."
"We're going to run the program for
four weeks overall," Jackson said, "and
on March 13, well have a Weigh Your
Waste banquet, with a band — Twilight Zone' — to reward the snidchts
for not wasting."
Jackson also commented that during the banquet, the Main' Dish station
will serve a cup of rice and a piece of
bread to show "what most people in the
world arc lucky to have each day. It's
an opportunity for snidents to really
humble themselves."
Encouraged by a decrease of nearly
2,000 pounds of ftxxi waste in just a
week, VanWingcrden. Jackson and
others are hopeful that Weigh Your
Waste will have a lasting impact on
smdents even after the four-week program is over.
Contact Daniel Martinez at
dpmartinez@liberty.edu.

2 V2 VEAR
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
SOPHOMORES

For more information see:
www.usaac.armv.mil/acce/ltc main.htm
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America's obsession with prescription and ovcr-thc counter medications has now found its way into the
nation's drinking supply. An investigation of America's drinking water
by The Associated Press revealed
that small amounts of pharmaceutical products including antibiotics,
pain relievers, caffeine, hormones and
ITKKXI stabilizers have been found in
the water supplies of 28 major metropolitan areas out of the 35 tested.
While consumers might have a
hard time imagining the Advil they
take for a headache migrating into
their water supply, the route from pill
container to tap water is surprisingly
easy. After a person ingests a medication, whatever cannot be absorbed
by the body is passed through and
flushed down the toilet, according to
the AP. Although the wastewater is
cleansed before it re-enters the drinking supply, many water treatments arc
unable to remove all traces of drugs.
"People think that if they take a
medication, their body absorbs it and
it disappears, but of course that's not
the case," Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) scientist Christian
Daugfiton told the AP.
The concentrations of these pharmaceuticals are minute and far below
any standard medical dose, but the
combination of such disparate drugs
even in small concenttations may have
unforeseen health effects. Shockingly, there is currently no government
safety limits on the concentrations of
pharmaceuticals in drinking water.
Of the major metropolitan areas tested, Philadelphia and New York City
were the top offenders, with 63 and ifi
different drugs detected, respectively.
The AP team further found that
pharmaceuticals including hormones

and antibiotics were present in underground aquifers, which provide
close to half of the nation's water supply. Bottled water and home filtration techniques do not remove most
pharmaceutical eontaniinants. The
only technique that effectively removes these drugs is reverse osmosis,
a prohibitively expensive and environmentally unfriendly purification technique, according to the AP report.
Unfortunately, there have been
few scientific studies showing either
adverse or neutral effects of such small
concentrations of drugs. Several preliminary snidics suggest that there is
enough danger to warrant additional
snidics. Biologist Francesco Pomati
"exposed developing human kidney
cells to a mixture of 13 drugs at levels mimicking those found in Italian
rivers.... The pharmaceutical blend
slowed cell growth by up to a third,"
according to another AP article.
The combined effects of the drugs
is of particular worry to researchers
since many drugs interact negatively
with each other. Not surprisingly,
snidics underwritten by the drug industry have found no risk to humans
from pharmaceuticals in the water
supply. However, these snidics usually focus on toxins in isolation rather than testing the effects of water
samples containing drugs on human
cells.
The EPA's "Drinking Water Contaminants" Fact Sheet listed no information or regulation regarding pharmaceutical products.
"We know wc arc being exposed
to other people's drugs through our
drinking water, and that can't be
good," Dr. David Carpenter, of the
State University of New York at Albany, told the AP.
Contact Joyanna Gilmour at
jgilmour@liberty.edu.

Thurs.3/l3;5to7pm
Reber Thomas

QEHOEHiij.-»
don't miss this up-and-coming band!
't
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Come as we close out our "Weigh Your Waste"
campaign. Since February 18th, we've been
weighing and tracking the food waste in Reber.
in us as we celebrate how much the food :
H «
. i$te has gone down in just three and a half
ks! Weill also take a look at how moist of
e world lives by serving 1 cup of rice I p f .&%
wage amount of food billions of neonie
Hpftftfand give thanks for how mucl

S
hi

or contact LU Army ROTC:
(434)592-3828
mdmartinez@liberty.edu

By Joyanna Gilmour
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
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SERVE YOUR COUNTRY
BE A LEADER
PAY FOR COLLEGE

LIBERTY ARMY ROTC

Water: Scarier than you think

|
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the simplest way to dine on campus!
Simply present this coupon to any Reber Thomas
Dining Hall cash er to receive 50% off a resident
dining meal purchase, and to activate your CINCH
membership
te®MM^M
Expires 5/10/2008

BAKERY: Students collected money for the owners and volunteered time Student totals own
Contlnutd from A1
Van Duscn said she rushed to the
store after a panicked cashier called to
request help.
"I could barely find a parking space
when I got there," Van Duscn said.
T h e students did everything for me.
They even took out the trash. Then Tyler asked if they could pray with mc in
the parking lot."
McClurc said that Van Duscn
prayed for them instead. Before leaving, the students collected money to
help Van Dusen and her husband pay
for his treatments.
Tyler handed me a bakery bag,"
Van Duscn said. "I took it to the back
and looked at it later. They had collected over $500.1 had an overdue bill
that was going to be turned over to a
collections agency, and until then I had
no clue how I was going to pay it. The
bill was $500."
In the bottom of the bag, Van
Dusen found a black promotional card
for The Bakery. Students had designed
the card to hand out on campus and
around town.
Business at The Bakery increased
by 49 percent over the last two years,
according to Van Dusen. She does not
know what impact Liberty students
have had upon that figure.
Van Duscn's family had ties to Liberty even before The Bakery opened.
Jerry Falwcll hired her father, Carl
Glcason, in the 1970s to lead the construction development team that was
building Liberty's campus. Her par-

car while crashing
into four others

ents remained in Lynchburg after the
job was finished. The Van Dusens
moved to Lynchburg in 2001 to help
care for Jyl's elderly mother. That same
year, they purchased a former Dunkin'
I )onuts building, which they converted
into The Bakery.
"I knew nothing about running a donut shop," Van Duscn said. "By God's
grace, the deal fell into place, and I
knew there were people who would
never darken the steps of a church who
might come talk to mc in this shop."
Van Dusen said that although many
of her employees arc not Christians,
they have been affected by students'
kindness and service. Sophomore special education major Brie Huggins said
that is why Liberty students should
serve the Lynchburg community.
"Wc as Christians need to look at
people the way Jesus would," Huggins
said, who visits The Bakery every week
with her roommates. "He wouldn't
knowingly let someone suffer. It is our
job as the body of Christ to help bless
people."
Van Dusen said that the blessings
are greatly appreciated. She changed
The Bakery's sign to say, "Thank you
LU students for blessing us."
"You are happiest when you arc
blessing others," Van Dusen said.
The Bakery is located on the corner
of Leesville and Timbcrlakc Roads.
Students may receive a 10 percent discount with a student ID.

By Joyanna Gilmour
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

An accident causing serious
property damage occurred at 7:30
Sunday morning when a Liberty
student driving a pickup truck
plowed into four parked cars. The
accident occurred along the Circle
at the stop sign just before the entrance to 460 West, according to
Sgt. M.W. Rorcr.
Rorcr said the student was "unable to stop," causing his four-wheel
drive Toyota Tacoma pickup truck
to smash into the side of a Geo
parked just beyond the stop sign.
The initial collision started a fourcar domino effect as the Geo hit a
Ixxus parked adjacent to it. The
Ixxus then hit a Saturn, which then
hit a Honda.
The Tacoma, Geo and I^exus
were totaled and the other two cars
also incurred damage. All the damaged ears belong to Liberty students and were properly parked at
the time of the accident.
Although the pickup's airbag
was deployed, the student was not
seriously injured.
Rorcr has charged the student
with reckless driving.
Contact Joyanna Gilmour at
jgilmour@liberty.edu.

Contact Stan Barringer at
spbarringer@liberty.edu.

ALKX TOWER

RICHMOND
Continued from A2
The old I louse building had the
longest histon since it was the legation of many significant historical
events in both the American Revolution and the Civil War.
"It was amazing," junior Clay Lindner said. "It was so influential back

then, and it still is today, even if it's
simply just because of the amount of
history that has occurred in this building."
The tour finished with a look at
the Supreme (]ourt of Virginia, which
also included a brief history lesson on
the inner workings and significance of
the court to the government system.
Students also did not hesitate to sit in
the chairs of the judges, posing for one
last photo opportunity.

"It was actually sort of intimidating," freshman Brittney Phclan said.
T h e atmosphere and gravity of the
place in general was just so strong.
It really was an exciting experience,
though, to sit in those chairs, and see
what the judges sec."

potential obstacles, she is confident
that God will provide.
"I think that it will happen because
I have had such a huge burden for it,"
Elmer said. "I still don't know how,
but I believe that God will make it
happen."
Eor information on donations,
contact ckelmen&libcrty.edu.

FAMILY
Continued from A2
Elmer is hoping to upgrade the
family's vehicle from its current
cramped minivan to a full-size passenger van. Elmer and Cerra are still
discussing different ways to raise
money but are not quite sure where
the money will come from. Despite

Contact Mattison Brooks at
embrooks@liberty.edu.

Contact Mitchell Malcheff at
mjmalcheff@liberty.edu.
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$10 STUDENTS
$17 ADULTS - $14 SENIORS

MARCH 13 ' 7:30 P.M.
MARCH 14, 15 • 8 P.M.

ENROLLING FOR A NEW PSORIASIS STUDY
We are conducting a clinical research study that
compares investigational medications for the
treatment of psoriasis. Psoriasis is characterized by
thick, scaly patches known as plaques.
Qualified participants will receive:

agnolias
Corner of Commerce & Fifth Streets

^ e ^ u f e ^ S " 434.846.TIXX(8499)
www.AcademyFineArts.com
iENGLISH
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Examinations by a board certified dermatologist

•

Study related exams & medication at no cost

•

Compensation of $420 for study completion

To qualify you must:

by Robert Harling

*„

•

Allen Womack

•

Be age 18 or older

•

Have at least moderate plaque-type psoriasis on
body areas other than face & scalp

For more information, please call
(434) 847-5695
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Mr. & Mrs. Rodger Fauber

2095 Langhorne Road - Lower Level
Lynchburg, VA 24501
www.educationandresearch.com
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Restaurant &
Reception Hall

">. ^\ll inclusive dinners brought to your table in
" v | b o w l s and platters and served family style...
\ W&: m^^P
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O/KHCC

pfhifr etthtcster hilne:

Marinated beef/tips • Oven Fried Chidjim • Fried Flounder
Pork BBQ BabyBack Ribs • Fried Shrimp • Grilled Ham Steaks
Virginia Pork BBQ' Sliced Roast Beef

Lsties uicuKim
Macaroni and Cheese 'Whipped Potatoes • Green Beans
Sweet Potato Casserole • Corn Pudding
Cole Slaw • Fresh Fruit • Biscuits
Homemade dessert and ice tea inducted
All items offered for one inclusive price
Adult $1200 • Children under 12 $6.00 • 2 and under FREE

Private rooms available for Wedding Receptions,
Rehearsal Dinners, Birthday and Anniversary
Celebrations and Business Retreats.
Separate Menus Available
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MILLARD: Former'Design Star'competitor used fruit as inspiration for design
COLORFUL PERSONALITY— Millard's
unique inspirations helped her when
designing the dining hall renovations.

As the designer, she was respona cheerleader, Millard sported an origisible for "cosmetic changes like wall
nal hairstyle.
This has always been me...I get treatments, flwring. lighting, seating,
bored very easily — essential with all etc." According to Millard, the major
difference between an architect's redesigners," Millard said.
She admitted, however, that she sponsibility in renovations and her own
role is that "a designer can add walls for
once had a haircut she regretted.
"I had some pretty crooked bangs function and flow as well as aesthetic
that were pretty horrendous," she said. but should not delete walls without apAfter high school, Millard studied proval of an architect."
While none of Millard's additional
studio art and sculpture at Bloomsburg University and received her walls required the approval of an archidegree in 2003. She spent 2004-05 tect, her purple ceiling proposal was cut
studying sculpture at the University of for budgetary reasons. She was able to
the Arts in Philadelphia then left for a sec thefinalproduct "to make sure that
"dream job," according to her MySpacc everything is running sm<x)thly and the
students arc happy."
profile.
"Oddly enough, I was spotted at
a wedding due to my funky sense of
style," Millard said, explaining how she
landed her job as an interior designer
at Atlantic Equipment Specialists in
Danville, Pa.
At her wedding, Millard modeled
a personal creation — a $40 wedding
dress made out ofwax paper. The dress
was inspired by a design challenge
given by a professor at Bloomsburg to
create a "three-dimensional structure
using a phone book," according to Millard.
Her current work, including RebcrThomas and Founder's Food Court,
is inspired by a completely different
Not only was Millard proud of her
source — fruit. Millard's favorites are work, but she also enjoyed visiting the
watermelon and peaches, which is not Liberty campus.
surprising given the bright colors of
"Liberty students are very much like
Rcber-Thomas.
myself as far as their personality, their
"Fruit has so many layers and (is) looks, their ambitions, and I find that
very colorful, which is easy to get inspi- interesting," Millard said.
"I love that the students express
ration from," Millard said.
Millard came to visit Liberty for the themselves freely with their style, but
first time in March 2007 just before fly- more importantly I went to convocaing to film Design Star in Las Vegas. tion and saw the passion in the eyes of
Although her visit was short, the cam- the students."
pus and students made a significant
Millard came to Liberty through
impact on Millard.
Atlantic Equipment's connections with
Out of the 200 plus design projects Sodexho. Other schools Millard has
Millard has created in the past three designed for include Howard Univeryears, "Liberty is high up on the list" of sity, Marymount University and MaryWashington University.
ones she is most proud of designing.

Although Millard's first love is clothing design, interiors seem to have won
her over.
"I love the restaurant industry, as
you can create an entire atmosphere,
which can be extremely different from
the last one created," Millard said.
One of her favorite designers, Karim Rashid. also does interior work,
including restaurants and, like Millard,
gravitates toward unusual colors and
interesting shapes. Millard noted his
"kone vacuum," a handheld .vacuum
shaped like a waffle cone and designed
specifically for Dirt Devil.
Millard advises students seeking a
similar career to "make sure you love

"Liberty students are very much like myself
as far as their personality, their looks, their
ambitions, and I find that interesting"

PHOTO PROVIDED

Continued from A1

It was "hard to keep that big of a secret," Millard said.
Her husband, Lee, also had to sign
a confidentiality waiver, and even her
parents were kept out of the loop.
Although Millard was eliminated
by the judges in thefirstround, the fans
of Design Star wanted more.
"At the finale of the show, I was
awarded for being the designer that
viewers would have liked to see more
from, which compensated for being the
first one eliminated," Millard said.

Being a contestant on one of her favorite shows was a great experience.
"I gained incredible friends and
knowledge about how design works
for TV," Millard said.
Millard spent time with some of the
Design Star season 2 cast members recently in Mammoth, Calif.
Without all the cameras, the designers had a chance to talk about the show
candidly, "which is always fun," Millard
said.
Before her rise to fame, Millard
spent 13 years as a cheerleader, according to her Design Star profile. Even as

what you do!"
There arc so many people that think
design comes with a large paycheck and
a fancy title, but reality is that it is hard
work and a lot of overtime and dedication," she said.
Millard is currently working on college campus restaurants in Virginia,
Maryland and Ohio; a New Jersey freestanding restaurant; and "a few small
projects."
Cheek out some of Millard's designs
for other schools and restaurants at
www.lisamillard.com.
Contact Natalie Lozano at
nalozano@liberty.edu.

SPRING SALE!

Need Help
With Tuition?

25% OFF
EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
Starts today and ends on
Saturday, March 29th 2008

Come in early for best selection.
ALL SALES ARE FINAL. NO LAYAWAYS OR HOLDS. SALE DOES NOT INCLUDE
ANY SPA PRODUCTS OR SERVICES. ALL SALE MERCHANDISE WILL BE EXTRA
25% OFF. BRING A FRIEND!

$10,500 per year in
tuition assistance!

STORE HOURS: 9AM - 6PM (MONDAY - SATURDAY)
SPA HOURS: 9AM - 6PM (TUESDAY - SATURDAY)
Call 434-384-9338 for your spa appointments

Money in your pocket each
month up to $800! Up to
$20,000 sign on bonus!
Up to $20,000 in student loans
repaid!

sakinas
4109 Boonsboro Road . Lynchburg . VA 24503
434-384-1010
www.sakinas.com

Official Pizza of Liberty Flames Athletics

Domino's Pizza

Go to School and serve your country
at the same time!
As a college student you could be non-deploy able!
For more info contact, SGT Joshua Pedersen ROTC Office
Liberty University Lahaye Student Center 434-592-4870 or
866-671-8523
joshua.pedersen@us.army.mil
Visit www. 1 -800-Go-Guard.com

Virginia National Guard

Student Value Menu only - $7.99
#1 One Largs Cheese or 1-Topplng Pizza coupon code 9601
#2 One Medium 2-Topplng Pizza a a 20oz. Coke coupon code 9602
#3 One small Mopping Pizza & Any Bread Side Item coupon code 9603
#4 Choose any three broad sides coupon code 9604
#5 Two Small Cheese Pizzas coupon code 9605
#6 One X-Large Brooklyn Style Cheese Pizza coupon code 9606
#7 One Small Specialty Pizza coupon code 0607
Sunday - Thursday 10:30am - 1am
Friday & Saturday 10:30am - 2am
Order online www.domlnos.com
ORDER
OMINOS.CO

434-237-7788
5501 Fort Ave
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NOW HIRING Part Time Delivery Drivers

Humor Column

Gallaghers (non)Travels
Stuck in Lynchburg with the spring break blues again
By Brandon Gallagher
NEWS REPORTER

It's spring time (almost) and that means one
thing: spring break. As any I Jhcrty student will
tell you. spring break is a valuable break from the
eool-ish weather of Central Virginia and an opportunity to head south for a week of relaxing time
with friends in some tropica) Utopia, or a chance to
visit friends and family baek home that you probably haven't seen sinee (Christmas break.
This sounds like a good thing for everyone.
Who doesn't want a ehance to go do something
fun or adventurous or relaxing? I. for one. love to
do all of those things, but sadly. I never do.
I graduated high school in [999. Yes. I realize
the faet that I am still in college is kind of a rcflcction of either my undying love for the quest to attain a baehelor' s degree or more likely a testament
to my total laek of motivation and a lapse in personal aeeountability. I have spent the better part
of eight and a half years occupying various community colleges before finally settling into I .ibcrty
in the tall of 2000.
The important thing to remember here is.
regardless of how mueh you attend the regularlyscheduled classes, you still get spring break off.
The problem I have is that I never have participated in anything fun that could even be categorized
under the moniker of spring break.
The first problem is that I have always worked
in restaurants since the week I graduated high
school. Restaurant jobs are cool jobs because
they let you offwhenever you want us long as there
are enough people to fill in the gaps created by the
absence of people who actually plan ventures into
the world of fun and relaxation.
This leaves people like me, the rly-by-thc-seatof-your-pants type who never plan to do anything
unless someone else plans it for them, to fill in
those gaps. Instead of working on my tan in Fort
Lauderdale. I am watching the dark circles under
my eyes grow larger and darker with each passing
moment.
I am making money, which I suppose is good
if that makes you happy, but being the frivolous
spender that I am. having a pocket full of money
is merely a way for me to find new and interesting ways to waste large sums of money on things
that 1 will never care about or even remember. I
get even more burned out picking up the slack of
my more adventurous peers, only to fall further behind in mv school work afterward because I can't

pay attention for more than five minutes in class
without falling asleep.
After many years of this cycle I decided that
this is my year to do something «x>l — something
crazy — something fierce. This is my senior year
(hopefully). I am going to have more fun than anyone on spring break before me.
People arc going to ask mc to plan their next
spring break for them because I am going to have
so mueh ridiculous din on spring break that 1 am
going to roll back into town physically changed —
like Moses after seeing the burning bush. I will
be smarter, more powerful, more tan. and more
focused than any human being that has ever gone
on spring break before me. I am the man! Nothing will stop mc!
Nothing except myself. I once again have failed
to plan on doing anything for spring break. I even
hear wc get the Monday after Easter off. too. I

College Time: 50% off all
entrees with student ID
Every Tuesday and Thursday
6 am - 12 am
(with drink purchase)

NOW HIRING!!!
full and part time positions available

"Go have your fun. Get your tans.
Waste your parents'money."

realized that spring break is coming up quick —
like, yesterday. Not only did I not plan anything, I
make the schedule at my restaurant job and could
have scheduled myself off the entire time.
Instead. I will get to sec the same old flood of
totally random strangers file into the restaurant
and wear myself out for the ninth consecutive
year. I will not catch up on all the homework I
intend to get finished. I will once again pick up
the slack of those who plan ahead and those who
are more exciting.
The important thing to remember is. whatever
your plans are for spring break, no matter how uneool you think they might be. you are way cooler
than I am and whatever it is you arc doing it will
be way cooler than what I will be doing. (Jo have
your fun. (Jet your tans. Waste your parents'
money. I will pick up your slack, and when we
come back to school, just look for the guy with the
giant dark circles under his eyes and be glad that
you are not him.
I suppose I could always go to grad school.
Contact Brandon Gallagher at
bmgallagher@liberty.edu.

Located on Fort Ave. next to CVS

IHOP is open 24/7
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"The word'politics'is derived from the word'poly,'meaning
'many/and the word'ticks/meaning'blood sucking parasites m
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Larry Hardiman

Time to
go green
AS AMERICAN AS APPLE PIE

By Will Mayer
OPINION EDITOR

I bet you never thought you
would sec a headline saying it was
time to go green followed by my
byline. When it comes to the idea
of carbon trading, global warming
and dwindling polar bear populations, I have been as cynical as a
conspiracy theorist who believes we
never landed on the moon (which
wc did not).
However, as the calendar moves
forward, it becomes clear that
wc will need to go green — soon.
March 17, to be exact. For those
who do not recognize the date, that
is St. Patrick's Day, the greenest of
all holidays.
My wife, who has the maiden
name of Shaughncssy, is about the
most proud a person can be of her
Irish heritage, so I am forced to put
my green prejudice aside and drink
a bit of green punch, wear a green
shirt and maybe even dine on a
breakfast of green eggs and ham (I
do not like green eggs and ham).
I am glad she is proud to
celebrate her heritage. A person's
heritage was something that I grew
up being told was important. That
idea was cemented in my mind
when I moved from New York to
Virginia at the age of 12.
I could not understand why,
when I asked people about their
heritage, I was cither answered
with a simple "American" or was
granted the same blank stare I was
afforded when I commented that
college Sports were not a big deal
where I came from.
Now. I am proud to be an
American. I am proud of our
country's success over the last 200
years, of our Christian foundations,
of our brave military and our nearly
unrivaled freedoms. But I am also
proud to be German, Italian and
Norwegian. I am proud of the
sacrifices my grandparents made to
come to America and of my ancestors' rich history.
There might not be a holiday
where Norwegians can celebrate
with afigureas memorable as a
leprechaun (though I would love
to see a leprechaun with a horned
Viking helmet), but people of any
heritage have things to be proud of
and to celebrate.
You do not have to wait for
February to come around again to
celebrate Black History Month or
the Chinese New Year to dawn to
remember the rich history of your
Chinese ancestors.
So I will take the phrase "go
green" and the gusto with which
the Irish celebrate their holiday as
a personal challenge to continue to
celebrate my own heritage, in my
own ways.
And to celebrate being an
American, maybe 111 take a moonlanding.

IRISH BLESSINGS
Authors Unknown

May luck be our companion
May friends stand by our side
May history remind us all
Of Ireland's faith and pride.
May God bless us with happiness
May love and faith abide.
May your pockets be heavy and
your heart be light,
May good luck pursue you each
morning and night.
May your blessings outnumber
The shamrocks that grow,
And may trouble avoid you

Wherever you go.

By Adam Privett and Will Mayer
OPINION WRITER AND OPINION EDITOR

Since the days of Thomas Jefferson, smear tactics
have been used. Some say that smear campaigns
arc as American as apple pic. The difference is the
taste left in the mouths of Americans.
T h e proliferation of negative advertising has
made Americans more cynical about politics," said
Andy Segal in an article on CNN.com.
The primary purpose of any smear campaign is to
discredit a candidate.
T h e idea is to find some piece of personal information that is tawdry enough to raise doubts, repelling a candidate's natural supporters," Richard H.
Davis said in an article in the Boston Globe.
Davis continued to describe how campaigns
conduct "oppo research," which involves extensive
background checks in the public and personal
lives of political opponents. From the information
found, the person or group composing the smear
can cither present it as is, or they can present the
information in a different light (some would refer to
this as distorting the truth).
Smear campaigns are used by both Republicans
and Democrats. The 2000 Republican presidential primary was a prime example of politicians using dirty tactis.
"With few substantive differences between Bush
and McCain, the campaign was bound to turn
personal. The situation was ripe for a smear," said
Davis.
Anonymous opponents used "push polling" to
convey that McCain's adopted Bangladesh-born
daughter was actually his illegitimate black child.
In push polling, a voter is called from a polling

company and asked which candidate will get the
voter's support. The pollster then uses their discretion to determine who the voter supports and then
presents negative information about that candidate
in order to instill doubt and indecision in the voter
— and maybe even change the vote.
This year, according to a Jan. 17 New York
Times article by Elizabeth Bumillcr, automated
calls harassing voters have been a tactic used by a
group called Common Sense Issues, which supports Gov. Mike Huckabce. Huckabcc's campaign
vehemently denied that they had a connection to
the group and has told the group to stop making
the harassing phone calls.
As a defense, McCain established a South Carolina Truth Squad, which is responsible for handling
smear attacks before they become damaging.
The Democratic Party is not innocent of dirty
politics, cither.
The Obama campaign was condemned for
strong-arming voters in phone calls in a December
2007 article on the political commentary Web site
ThcCarpetBagger.com.
The Clinton campaign recently released a photograph of Sen. Barack Obama in Muslim garb with
blatantly obvious motives. Surrogates of the Clintons arc also said to have dug up a kindergarten essay written by Obama in attempts to discredit him.
Politics is a dirty game. For anyone in the political arena, playing a little hardball is OK, but it is up
to the voters to decide when the candidates have
goneftx)tar — and to let them know at the polls.
Contact Adam Privett at
ajprivett@liberty.edu.

Personal

Fantasy versus real life
By Jen Slothower
COPY EDITOR

During my senior year of high sch(X)l, I was addicted to the Madden football video game. Although I claim full allegiance to the New Fngland
Patriots, Tom Brady is not exactly a speedy quarterback (in my family, wc call him "the water buffalo"), so I picked the team with the fastest quarterback in the league. That left me with M iehael Vick
and the Atlanta Falcons.
Vick was heaven for a gamer — he scampered
around, outrunning linemen and slipping past
tackles, flicking off left-handed passes and diving
into the end zone. With me at the helm, he broke
every NFL record. My team was undefeated. We
won the Super Bowl.
Alas, life is not like video games, as much as we
may wish it was. This past N FL season taught me
that all t(x> well.
First, Vick disappointed a generation of fans,
dogs and gamers with his well-documented demise before the season started. However, tor a
Patriots fan like me this season was surreal, tor the
most part.
During week 14 or so, 1 turned to my brother and
said, "14-0? Can you believe this? It just doesn't
seem real."
Perfect seasons are easy enough in Madden, but
real lite is another story.
While the world is wasting away — spiritually
or otherwise — people sidetraeked by their vices
seem content to check their Faceb<x>k, delve into
the lives of TV or novel characters, conquer Halo
or overhaul their fantasy lineup rather than addressing the real issues of lite and helping people
in need.
People unable to kx>k outside the bounds of
their everyday lives find themselves disadvantaged
in finding the true meaning of life and motivated
only when tragedy takes the control out of their
hands.
People have always looked for distractions from
the pressures of lite.
Money is the trick sometimes. Another is the
love and gratification from pleasing people or being well known.
The Internet has only made means of escape and
methods of control all the stronger. Personal blogs
and fantasy teams are just the beginning.
In moderation, these different avenues provide

maoDEN2ooa.com **$
recreation and rejuvenation. In excess, however,
they impair a person from grasping the reality of
life anil acting accordingly.
The root of all this, of course, dates back to the
(iarden, where mankind began putting what they
felt was good at the time above that which endures. Control — the ability to know good and
evil — pushed Adam and Eve to their actions, and
the same basic attitude prevails today.
This is nt>t condemnation against video games
or money — for all can be used well. When using
these things that can be beneficial, however, one

must remember moderation, always moderation,
lest the habits spin out of control and take away

die reality of life.
Whether people realize it or not, often diversions
such as video games or "lite" seen on TV function
only as an escape from reality. They are a way tor
people to try to control some form of life since they
cannot determine their own.
M\ bdoved New Fngland Patriots snapped
actual NFL records this season
unlike my animated Falcons team - and they ran all the way to
the Super Bowl. Then, disaster struck, and Brady

was left with the ball and less than a minute to go
to conquer the field.
I had played this scenario many times in Madden. My two wide receivers ran posts while the
halfback streaked up the middle of the field. Thirty-five yards there, then a timeout. Curl pass to the
left. Timeout. Post in the end zone, touchdown,
game over. If any step did not work, trick the computer by shutting the game down and trying again,
ly-o. Super Bowl champions.
Brady's fourth pass went into the air, and 1 barreled with the football g<>ds that 1 would give up all
my undefeated Falcons seasons if only
Incomplete. Game over. 1S-1.
Worse than a lost game, however, is all the lost
time over the months I have spent learning to be a
champion of video games and fantasy leagues when
1 have not even learned how to master real life.
I ley, there's always next season.
Contact Jen Slothower at
jrslothower@liberty.edu.

MISS LYNCHBURG: Fitzpatrick won the swimsuit and talent portions of the competitiaa
Continued from A1
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This is a common question,"
Fitzpatrick explained. "My general answer to that was, I think
we've gotten more focused on the
parents'versus the children's best
interests...I believe that every
child should have the advantage
of a mother and a father figure."
"She didn't back down. She
said what she thought was right
and what she thought God
would approve of," Guthrie said.
"I really admire her for being able
to stand in front of all those people and say that J t . r ^ ^ J
.-- Continuing with the competition, Fitzpatrick quickly changed
into her swirrisuit'attire.
She said that this was her least
favorite and mpstuncomfortable
of all the portions, and she was
||||||ifa^y}.two contestants who
^ ^ ^ ^ p h i t h e stage in a subtle <

one-piece bathing suit.
"lama very big fan of modesty, so I support that one-piece all
the way," Fitzpatrick said, "and
I actually did end up winning
swimsuit and talent, which was a
really big shock to me."
"She came out, and the color
she picked was stunning," said
Felder. "She wore turquoise, it
was.. .completely modest."
After modeling her swimsuit,
Fitzpatrick focused on the talent
portion. While most of the other
six competitors chose to express
themselves in dance, Fitzpatrick...
used her vocal talent to belt out
the song "His Life for Mine" by
Lauren Talley. "I liked the fact that she sang
a song about the Lord, and there
was no question ahiiiit wlursnc^
was singing about," Felder said.
T h e gospel was very clear in her

As she eagerly awaitsfljjflfi
After her unexpected^wih;iri;;
the swimsuit competition, Fitz- next competition, Fitzpat^^^fe
patrick went on to win the talent continually promcrtir^ji|j^jraE|
form of YES (Youth Enffilgl|jj8j|£
portion as well.
"When she won, I was ecstat- Service) and encouragin^^^^^
people to get i n v o l v e d ' i n | t | | | | ^
ic," said Felder.
Since January, Fitzpatrick has their commurflfy|||||
"Right now she's d o i $ ^ j | | | l | |
competed in four other pageants,
including Miss Apple Blossom, drive called Being CorrJg&t|lS!
Miss Greater Richmond, Miss lihVYc)uri(^Qes.gC/uthrie said:
Chesterfield and Miss Mountain ^ M h ^ g ^ r l s from ourLMljl||||
Empire, placing in the top three ;gi5mgfo>:j|Trj hg^jcaiis?,aiidA\:^Grg f
going to donate them Kf.jjjffijff-of all four competitions.
As the reigning Miss Lynch- ,tcr-. tlt|b. urAu^jKclpinj; .'girl^bc,^
'burg,Fitzpatrickreceived $8,000 comfortable \\ithji\lio the\EJ?E''
:
.in. scholarship and will be repre-' ar|fl-nVg^ orn ing so much'aranffi^senting Lynchburg at the Miss • jhejii^\Sglit()rJgpc'itafS,c''"^^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t b u t more • I § ^ E | J K £
Virginia competition in June.
"I competed in Miss Florida reigniftg.Miss.' k\ nbfibiirg* £>slio -?
two years,ago," Fitzpatricksaid.; 'pjVp^rcsWt/rrffre^Mis^A'irginisff'
"I'm really anxious to get back to uirnploptin'v lsit-hyjNJ <-(> «te!|&*s
a state pageant just because they 's'ai ahlce^f^'cb^lcjni'-fr®
are a lot of fun. They're stressful; but L\\ ork^VcH?u^aei ;stiessj,s<7j
^^^et^O^teclJ^^
at dgmck'a^iBert^^^g

in
*, With Your Irrigator from 0 B , Celfularf yo'u get a
voice-guided GPS system with a local search
'* funct|on'1builtright,infoJyourphone.'Soyou'M -I'
T . ' ' ' j&]#ays Haye^elatfly' and direction,1
^ ^ ^ B e l l u l a r is wireless where ypurmatter^iibsf^",

^

US. Cellular
getusc.com 1-888BUY-USCC
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• Coiirtriey Watkirt s 1

;JSpQ!;ts.Ed itbr 'Efjc"Br.b,wn Ipdjks b,acl§
^ ^ ^ ^ p r e e r o f Q ^ ^ S ® * N F L f s -•
;r'^3t#st'-quia^eLr,b^tks'r};J*_

Wrestlers win -regional G h a r n ^ ^ ^ »
said Castro. "We had our sites set
high this year for thisTqualifier and
3||||rffetthatexpecta^pTi. The team
!
^Kific.fft,s-.\\restleis earned arTo\u- has endured double, somjMrncjsg
^ a f l ^ a m - y ^ ^ i a ^ ^ ^ ^ C A A East |§ll|§llfy practices preparing,themRegional Wrestling^^H'anipionship ^^^^^gthistasfc." •
on.Sunda^^teieiFlames posted an
Libertysi^iSehampions. were the
^^^r^sj^^teSMiteam points for the most of any in the East Regicff|p||||
^^nt:t4'T*ppint^> more than tffeSfievt* no other selfogl-'sending more than
highest finishci (jaidner*A\ etfRj^oT^t ^ofi^Westler^rB^ wrestling's biggest
.jSpomfXl- r ^ j
t|illcgiatetouinamenV.'.,;V *. '".
^ ^ ^ ^ v a ^ S f ^ t c ' s Matt Cathell was | f | & e i i the' course of the yeai^ro||
^^med^M^Jt(4)\ijfstarfdi'ng <AVfK tier. Flames wrestled against some of the
% Ti^hi v-"pci h5i mante; irL'thc4-t(iut;na; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ l h b o f f i i o ' m other conferences, and while th^gobk its toll
jFmcnYwhjOTdndud^
s^M^Sfeam, Castro believes it made
^ ^ ^ h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i p ^ i a t c r i i ^ ^ ' %***;
•jlS"'?hJ;^if^urk^^e*A^)hd5>tfdigJ5? j^-theinljpetter in the'e'nd|||||
,
fa\ eJB; tlieJJ^Vme^haW\\\ofT!.it:hcTti)ui - ^& h*is'.was a yeakpjs|£ajjng down
jj^mcnj^l Ieacf Tf3pMh' J^SM.?3C^tn)? sllsSti^elauilding," he said; "Ofl,r|l|ji§fil
^^fflso^onQgd.with East Rcgipluijj ule was g r u e l i n g , ' - r t o ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
^feachj-^r^^e^fe^fegi'the second' i||[^i^^itf was broken down^bh.vsi4
g/clilj.y&an4^^
^uiight|season* •*'''
I ast \eai-£l ibuitl^cnt,fpuiVgLip course of the s e a s o n ^ ^ ^ | b o u n c e
^lci^tJv'-thc^natimP^mur^imejritj" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p p f - i g q r s ' o f such a
schedule to b e t t e ' r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
i?"and'itf-ito
?^diis^ysy)nf\\itfi^aTj.?f(aii^fi<)'ni^tlie ^tn^rMrfK^^
^ M C \ ious;\ car. -rt^cating^a^rcgiori'ai.'-, n^cdirod.wTji.'V *
^'©ve^li^rMteam stand i n | | s | | | l | |
^^^^^^^^M
J ' ^ ^ M s t ^ ^ ^ m ' ^ ^ M | | ; pounds), Ipiiciimhe same as
>¥Emv '<'ai jy-r1t 'i\i|fpcjiincls "V^had', ^^iq®sji^TOftv^^^rahished with
IffJEwt'ef* i 'i ft^^^lvyi^niri^-KgllcN -_ ^ ^ ^ p > i n t s , r o u n d j g g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p j
in iv&lpounUs 1 ^ -hi is'ib)aggettr'-iX4i; thiet>'-*\\ hiJc^Alillusv illct Umyt/sitv
-^OTiids *an^> P^atiJck^yTUu^ 28; ?tini^nclli|U^Bon^p'oi ntlbth i ncljw ifh^
'^n-(,l!LVii ^ <uii«£i3i)"iSl£1' te^Pyi2£s7
^I|P^p^^tate*^pi^r5UM^pS
K,iBl.iQPsMfv
^i'FhJ^ling,ot>sen^jigisA^S*tlK.' Illll^Vtinorp (jllcgol.i^^ -hnish^d!
f|1^'<2£al s. -' isfei n'fe n)&l \^''g1:3fig;i n g&ffi^rliynd^/\th^;s^Lpvtl\^'
By ThomaifMurdeau
'SPORTS REPORTER

Libera'^i\vlj inriu s mo\c%>ntj# t "^Yfteftidiv ot lest \ \ " irugoing to ^,fand'dMll*W^M)t^Uteskill.s"»i*Jf;l<{f
.»/ **()£"nitM-y3^iA'^lUg^'UK" tWcVnevl:
the NCAAT.0111 naniuit-ri\v IIK.IV will*.•Js&bupiigani VJiJ^id?v-.jv'^,41
b'c"jfift>tcifcbj 'M ihsomiil^nlrJtc'la^ar* pf^^pieftfjI^jpnfthrsJeat when - 1 ^ ' | ^ ^ M ^ ^ j J & | ^ t o
to e n t e r | ^ O T h e ^ ^ ^ ^ K
^^^i'cb'S^^pSentei on Maic^jfo/, h^&r&^bm
f
^^^gm'ad< it tkaHiis ttani'i^npf;* l l p i i ^'c^iillj^^jrlW'OA'^cXri'ft a
^^c^Xactjffipma?^urdeaui
going to tak^iV.easY^iiiGpaMKirr.'-;' jpoffldffin^spar and dulFjdiijl. diill'' -\
'%',atrtiourdeau(g>lit)erfyeciu^

flames unable to slay UNC-Asheville's Goliath
^By^en^othdw&rX-:'''

r^sj^ju^Vcascl^iVJtr^ispijiH^and^oVrK^^^^arnved beM^WWiL f ^t^\a]^mJ3c'i^pUsftf^mst ioiincl'ot<tfijL Big i
K^ojijlij-1,0'111 ifamCnt '• X^jth I v\J&i?ping i Vr>^, \ ikg.>r\ «>\ci,>
gchjL'iAjiginia \lilitar\ '(.nstinit*. \ \II a t ^ t h ^ ' J i n e s ^ ^ ^
^ ^ o n ^ ^ K J ^ i ^ o a c h Ritehie^I^lJKVNipulltJdali^PlahXs
^^fe#tJ^M^™land into.a sec()iK)-r<)imifen^ehiirA\\i):]iy

,?\ ykvmtslu \lston iiilrTjfu^vvith*
^^^^^mWqlqclc^ut the lead to
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S d e f e n s e contin;^ ^ ^ ^ [ ^ ^ g l a m e s basketball ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ h u g e block by
1 team closed out |I|||||£gular sea- ^ ^ 3 ^ M r 3 , 3 ^ ^ ^ f e g a n Frazees
^ p m q n Fridav nigiiWjtH^grim; '^ittem'p^.,jiinSp>fiqt/fhc^r|^^
'70-62 vict^^'qver Radford University at the Vines Center.
^ f t l l l S P ^ 1 8 arj le to power her
; The game also pi i >v ukcl I jbci t\ gyyja^^^^k" • and scored an old. fans their last chance to #scc;;se-, j|a^ruq^ed|three-point play to put
^j.&rsiGourrnc\ AVfitkins; ».-SH,\s<W§ Ijhbjscoic^it 21-12 with |Ust«^ersiiJ,
Fasnacht and Egl&^rrfigelskaite in minutes left.
Radford had trouble finding the
Lady Flames' unifoknsiinside the
hoop, shoqtitig air balls on four
Vines Centpig|gr|f
Dayida j
The Lady Flames played with different possessions.
only twa-thirds\of the Frazee ttio Dodson connected on a Radford
ffifie^o Moriah's torn ACL, which three-pointerit^^yi 'the Liberty
will keep her out of aqtion for the advantage at 27-19. Freshman R*chael McLeod's free throw set t h r
remainder of the season.
Liberty jumped out to an early score at the end of the first half ar
10-2 lead with buckets scored by 28-r9.
Megan Frazee led the Lady
juniors Molly and Megan Frazee.
Radford did not have an answer Flames offense with nine first-half
early for Liberty's zone defense, points. Junior Rebecca Lightfoot
only scoring six points in the first followed with six. Alston led Radr
ford with six points while Darden
seven minutes.
The Lady Flames grabbed their had four points and also notched
first 10-point lead at 16-6 with a re- four blocks as Radford made only
verse layup from Smigelskaite. The seven of its 31 attempts in the first
Lady Highlanders started to con- half.
tain the Liberty offense but could
See WOMEN'S BASKETBALL, B2
not gain any momentum offensively.
By Jeff Scott
SPORTS REPORTER

5^4\fsh«^i^l

^ ^ ^ g y g h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ q ^ & o r r ^ ^ u ^ ^ a y ' ^ - e a d UNC-'
^ ^ ' l & ' l ' S r H ' il?6-1^ i l *h<» st itistics'ih udKjtoJd tlfc/sjorv ^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i b e n y F l a m e ^ ^ ^ ^ 6 p n g ^ ^ ^ ^ p | e t ; i n the Big
^SoTit]f"s|eniifin.il^.^'
The M i a"r;c^^^^^^»irfi^flT^B'ulldogs held plenty
|||§^yf>e£;:TlK n ition illv-tJla l s ^ d ^ a i i K ^ k ^ t u ^ ^ k u i n ^
George, the tallest man in college basketbaiUjiwho a.fj'7" .
^^nldnriksl^^Qted. Although George rode the pine for
ll^la'rgejportion of tKeS^qij^Mle/resting his knees, he
^ ^ l l l ^ ^ ^ ^ s i ^ K r . t h e nation in blocked shots and came
^ g a ^ ^ ^ ^ M a m e s ^ ^ d y ^ o play
•Liberty had beat the Bulldogs earlier in the season in
||||l§W|Erc game in the Vines Center, but George saw no
li^layijig|timjiih the 83-54 defeat.
. r« In Lynchburg, Va:i§Fan's||iled into the Thomas Road
Baptist Church sanctuary, shouting out cheers sporadically as the Flames appeared on TV.
S^^refdefinitely going to win tonight," junior Adam
Long said early, in the contest from his perch in the Thomas Road balcony.
The eery feeling of h ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m e attached
to^a blocked shot and seeing .^^^^pan!s'famihar gait
down the court on TV soon wore off^ut|£he cheering
continued to fill the huge room at Thomas Road even
when the Flames themselves could not hear it in person.
VALUABLE VETERAN — Junior Anthony Smith will return for his
See M E N ' S BASKETBALL, B3

Watkins, ^a^riacht/
Smig^l^ite go ^u0n?^

senior year and looks to build upon a 2007-2008 campaign which
saw him average 16.0 points and 5.0 rebounds.
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Continued from B1

Eric Brown

For about the past four or five seasons. Brett
Favre had left us all in limbo as to whether or
not he would take another snap the next year.
I-ist week the famed Packers quarterback
finally called it quits, saying he was "mentally
tired." Since his retirement. I have heard several fans and analysts alike question Favrc's
decision to permanently clean out his locker.
About 30 minutes after the announcement,
ESPN's Mark Schlcrcth criticized the quarterback's decision on Mike & Mike in the
Morning, assuming Favrc's retirement was
directly linked to Randy Moss re-signing with
the Patriots. Are you kidding me? The guy is
38 years old. I think it is pretty evident why he
is retiring.
Sure. I imagine if the Packers actually made
any kind of effort in requiring Randy Moss
or a free agent of his caliber. Inure may have
contemplated coming back another season or
two. I lowevcr. the quarterback is simply tired
physically, mentally and emotionally from
playing in the league for 17 years. If Schlcrcth
had actually played in the NFL for that long
himself rather than leaving tor FSPN at 35,
maybe he would understand.
The former football player turned broadcaster went on to say that if Favrc's decision
was based on Moss' re-signing then he would
look down on the quarterback. Even if Favre
retired solely because the Packers failed to
acquire Moss, who cares? Considering how
long he has played in the league and the countless memories he has given the fans, Favre
should have the right to pick and chexwe when
he wants to retire. He docs not owe fmtball
fans, his coaches, his teammates or the Packers' front office anymore than he has already
given them. Besides. Favre has been playing
the retirement card for several years now. If
you did not sec this coming, then I am sorry —
you completely missed the boat.
Another comment I heard last week questioned Favrc's manhood because he chose not
to stick it out and play another year with an

exceptional team such as the Packers. If anything, he has proven more often than not he
is one of the toughest football players in the
league. Favre played through countless injuries during his career and overcame numerous emotional obstacles such as his addiction
to painkillers, the deaths of his father and
brother-in-law and his wife's battle with breast
cancer. In addition to those personal losses,
Favre also witnessed the wrath of Hurricane
Katrina in 2005 when the storm obliterated
his childhood home.
The quarterback's retirement led to a debate on many sports stations about the greatest quarterbacks of all time. Some experts
said that Havre is likely not in the top five. Is
it just me, or has the sports media everywhere
lost their ability to reason.5 Sports writers arc
already preventing would be first-ballot hall
of famers from achieving greatness, and now
someone who holds every significant career
quarterback record is suddenly not even in the
topfiveamong his peers and predecessors.
This past season, Brett Favre showed that
he is not only a great quarterback, but that he
also has a little left in the tank. Anyone who
has been in the league as long as he has and
can lead his team to the game before the Super Bowl should go down as one of the all
time greats, period. We should not even have
to debate how great of a player this man is. It
should simply be assumed. He came from the
deep South and yet he played well his entire
career in one of the coldest stadiums in the
country, disputing the myth that players from
warm climates cannot play in the snow.
His receivers were not the only individuals Favre connected with on game day. Fans
around the country adored him because he
was a people's player. He was a good of boy
who played the game as if he were competing in his own backyard. Networks knew that
when they put a microphone on Favre during
a game, he would give them eloquent audio in
its most southern form.

While many will forget the statistics that accompany his career, tew w ill forget the memorable moments he leaves behind. No longer
will we sec Favrc's arms shoot over his head
after a touchdown, nor will we witness him
throwing snowballs at his teammates or performing the famous I «imbcau leap.
When we reflect back at Favrc's career, we
should not see him as a quarterback who at
times made rash decisions on game day. but
rather one who boldly looked adversity in the
eye and refused to go down without a fight.
I remember coming home after a church
event and catching the end of a particular
Monday night game in December 2003. Just
days after the death of his father. Inure threw
for 399 yards and made an example of the Oakland Raiders. As I watched him walk off the
field that night, I asked myself. "I low many
men would have the ability to do what he just
did?" As tough as fmtball players are these
days, the performance Inure delivered in that
game will likely go unduplieated. Yes. many
will throw for 400 yards in a game for years to
come, but few will do it the way he did.
As we say goodbye to this living legend, let
us put all of our bias and criticism aside. Instead, let us remember Favre not just for
his ability to throw a touchdown, but for his
never-ending quest to give the tans what they
wanted to sec. The Tom Bradys and the Peyton Mannings will forever fail to connect with
those that watch them on television or in the
stands. Inure, on the other hand, was .never
that kind of guy, nor did he have to be. People
connected with him on garni- day not because
he achieved greatness or accumulated millions of dollars, but because he was one of
them — a fan who truly possessed a passion
for the game. Thank you. Brett Favre, for all
of the memories.

Men's track takes second in IC4As,
women finish 14th of 52 in ECACs
a showcase for some of Liberty's finest athletes.
In the 5,000-mctcr run, three athletes stood
Abraham Lincoln once said, "I will prepare, out — sophomore Evans Kigen and seniors
Jordan McDougal and Jarvis Jclen.
and someday, my chance will come."
Kigen weaved his way to an NCAA-qualiLiberty University track athletes prepared
Sunday, and their chance was a golden one fying 14:05 and a second place finish. McDouas the men claimed their second-highest fin- gal trailed a few slots back with a fourth place
ish ever (second) and the women took 14th in 14:15 and Jclen sliced his way to a ninth place
a field of 52 teams in the IC4A and ECAC finish in 14:30.
Championships, respectively.
T h e 5,000-mctcr seemed to be Liberty's
There are certain days that will go down in best event. Jarvis ran a tough race, especially
Liberty track and field history," Liberty run- considering he hasn't been training much," sener Clint Jackson said. "Some of those days nior thrower Luke Garvey said, referring to
include the best all-around performances that the recent injuries that have hindered Jelen's
you can expect. Today was one of those days training.
for us."
In the final event of the day on the men's
Just eight days after leading the men's team side, freshman Clarence Powell showed
to an nth consecutive Big South Conference promise for things to come with an eighthBy David Hunt

SPORTS REPORTER

"There are certain days that will go down in Liberty track and field
history. Some of those days include the best all-around performances
that you can expect. Today was one of those days for us."

Championship, senior Brandon Hoskins
took his third IC4A title in the heptathlon.
I loskins scored 5,353 points, smashing both
the facility and meet records.
Junior Daniel Newell also knocked in some
points in the heptathlon, grabbing fifth overall with 5,154 points.
()n the field, other athletes were adding to
the Flames tally on the scoreboard, including junior Matt Parker and senior Jon Hart.
Parker took fourth overall in the high jump,
soaring to 6 feet. 9 1/2 inches and matching
his position from last year's competition.
I lart. the long-tossing phenomenon, made
his mark in the Liberty program with a shotput throw of 56 feet and 1 1/4 inches, good
enough for No. 3 on the Maine's all-time list
and second in the meet. Senior Clendon I lenderson followed I lart closely with a toss of 55
feet, 3 3/4 inches, good for third.
Freshman Kolby Shepherd took fifth in the
pole vault, finishing his supreme indoor season with a leap of 16 feet.
"Kolby leaped pretty high," senior Jarvis
JclCD said. "I think he was pretty happy."
White the field events were the most plentiful point-wise for the Flames, the track was

place finish in the triple-jump with a 48 foot,
10 1/4 inch jump.
The Lady Flames were led in many ways by
their distance crew and especially by junior Jamie Watson, who set a Big South Conference
record in the 800-meter run. Watson's 2:10.63
over the four-lap race was good enough for
the victor>'.
Freshman Kati Albright set a record in
her own right — the Liberty freshman mile
record — which she torched in 4:53, good
for third overall. Junior Rebekah Rickscckcr
trailed by just a few seconds, crossing the line
at sixth place in 4:56.
Out on the field, freshman Mia Aghaji
knocked in a personal best and a sev enth place
finish in the triple jump, with a leap of 39 feet,
2 1/2 inches. Aghaji is now No. 2 on Liberty's
all-time list for women triple-jumpers.
While this marks the end of the road for
most Liberty athletes, several more will continue on into an endless track of opportunities, the NCAA National Championships.
The meet will begin March 14 in Favettevillc,
Ark.
Contact David Hunt
at dhunt@liberty.edu.

Contact Eric Brown at
eqbrown@liberty.edu.

Radford opened the half
on a reverse layup from
Taleia Moton, cutting
the Liberty lead to seven.
I .ightfoot went down with
a knee injury with 18:00
left in the game.
Radford took advantage
and cut the Lady Flames
lead to three, but five consecutive Megan Fra/.ec
points gave Liberty a sixpoint lead.
Two Radford long balls
from Johnctte Walker and
Moton tied the score at 33
apiece with 15:37 to play.
A Megan Frazce and-onc
play put Liberty back up
by three with 14:50 remaining. Another basket
by Walker cut the lead to
one. 39-38.
Radford grabbed its
first lead of the game at
50-49 with a three-pointer
from Corrie Fertitta. Liberty regained the lead at
7:53 with a pair of Megan
Fra/.cc free throws. Liberty kept the lead and built
on a Rachel Hammond
steal and bucket, leading
60-56 with 2:30 in the ball
game.
With 40 seconds remaining, a Moton layup
cut the deficit to 64-60.
The Lady Flames held on
to the lead and survived
their pesky in-state rivals,
70-62.
Despite a cold night
that saw them shoot 38.7
percent from the floor,
the Lady Flames took

advantage at the foul line
by connecting on 19-0^27
attempts. Radford made
all 11 of its free throw attempts.
Megan Fra7.ec led the
Flames with a dominating
performance, notching 26
points and 13 rebounds.
When asked if she knew
she had to step up with
Moriah out of action, she
remained humble.
"It's been a key to the
team this year, that people
step up at different times,"
Megan said. "I think it
happened to be me tonight, but any other night
it could be Rachel (Hammond), it could be Courtney (Watkins)."
Coach Green knew that
although this game statistically meant nothing, he
could prove a lot with a
win.
"Our focus is to glorify
God, so it doesn't matter
if these were two last place
teams or first two* our focus is to play to win," he
said.
Liberty will have the
No. 1 seed in the 2008
Big South Tournament,
which is set for March 14
at the Justice Center in
Asheville, N.C., which
draws a first-round bye
into the semifinals where
the team will face either
High Point or Coastal
Carolina.
Contact Jeff Scott at
jdscott@liberty.edu
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Flames break out the brooms in weekend sweep of Army

NICK POOI.K

DIVING IN—Junior Tommy Bussey lunged for the plate as the Flames narrowly fell to Old Dominion University on
Wednesday. Liberty went on tofinishthe week with a three game sweep of Army, extending its record to 9-3.

cluded the game on Sunday, eventually winning 13-7.
Liberty using a newfound potent offense to
The Liberty men's baseball team erupted put the pressure on early. Head Coach Jim Tofor 39 runs in a three-game sweep of the Army man felt it was just a matter of time.
Black Knights (11-5, 13-7, 15-7) over the week"I think they're just starting to feci comfortend, pushing their season record to 9-3.
able," he said. "(Assistant coaches) Schnabcl
The Flames battled the elements over the and Boles have been working hard with them
early part of the weekend. After Friday's on having a good, two-strike approach and usgame was postponed. Liberty won game one ing the whole field."
of Saturday's doublehcader only to play eight
After dropping two straight games, a 5-4
full innings of game two before the game was loss to Virginia Commonwealth University
suspended due to darkness. The Flames con- and a 9-7 defeat at the hands of Old Dominion
By Thomas Lourdeau

SPORTS REPORTER .

University earlier in the week, the Flames got
started early against Army on Friday.
After Army plated, one run in the top of the
first inning, the Raffles answered with one of
their own when senior P.K. Keller hit an infield single, allowing junior Errol I Zollinger to
score. Senior Aaron Phillips gave the Flames a
2-1 lead, belting a home run to right field. Libcrty added four more runs in the fifth inning,
highlighted by Carrctt Young's home run over
the center field fence, giving the Flames a 6-1
lead.
In the seventh inning. Freshman Doug
Bream joined teammates Phillips and Young,
belting a 1-1 pitch for a grand slam, his first career home run.
Liberty starter Clarancc Nicely kept his record perfect, pitching six innings and allowing
just one run while striking out four and walking two.
Liberty's offense remained in tunc for the
second game of the doublehcader as they exploded for seven runs in the first inning. Junior
Kenneth Negron coaxed a lcadoff walk and
advanced to third on an error, allowing himself and Hollingcr to reach base. Then, Young
walked, loading the bases with Flames. Keller
roped a single, scoring Negron before senior
Aaron Grijalva cleared the bases with a triple
then scored on another fielding error.
The Flames held the Black Knights scoreless for five-plus innings before two successive
fielding errors led to three runs by the opposition. After Army cut the deficit to four. Liberty
batted around for the third time in the scries,
adding six more runs. Keller and junior outfielder Tim Rotola hit RBI singles, but the
Flames also benefited from two run-scoring
walks, a fielder's choice and an error.
Army tacked on a total of four runs in the
game's final two innings, half of which came in
Sunday's conclusion.
Senior David Stokes struck out a careerhigh 12 batters and picked up the win, moving
his record to 3-0. The righty has yet to give up
an earned run in 211/3 innings pitched.
The Flames concluded the series on Sunday

with a 15-7 win to secure the series sweep.
Liberty broke a 3-3 tic in the sixth inning
when, after failing on two bunt attempts to
advance runners into scoring position, junior
Cody Brown launched a two-RBI double into
the right-center field gap.
"I was feeling kind of bad about missing the
bunt and not getting it down. I just wanted to
put it in play and found a pitch I could drive,"
said Brown, whose double was the catalyst
to a 10-run sixth in which the Flames batted
around.
But Brown was not done. With the Flames
ahead 10-3 in the same frame, he ripped his
second double of the inning, plating two more
runs.
Liberty once again took advantage of Army
miscues, using two errors to score four of the
10 runs in the frame.
The Black Knights took advantage of some
location problems from Liberty freshman
Brett Curll, who allowed four runs on four hits
in one-third of an inning before junior Tyler
Light finished the game, striking out the only
two batters he faced.
While' the Flames' bullpen allowed more
runs than expected over the course of the three
game scries. Toman was not worried.
"We were trying to get as many pitchers in
this weekend to sec if they could help us down
the line," he said. "We're just trying to find out
which pitchers can help us and which aren't
quite ready. We found out a few things about
our team this weekend."
On the offensive side. Brown is confident
that the Flames have found their stride.
"We're taking good approaches and focusing
on having good at bats, putting the ball in play,
and not worrying about the results," he said.
Liberty will open its spring break on Friday
and Saturday, traveling to I Iatticsburg, Miss.,
for the Coca-Cola Classic hosted by Southern
Mississippi.
Contact Thomas Lourdeau
at tlourdeau@liberty.edu.

MEN'S BASKETBALL: Flames end season with 16-16 record
Continued from B1

Hours south. Bulldog fans packed
the 1,100-seat Justice Center at UNCAshevillc, shouting "You can't stop
him!" of their lauded big man toward
the Flames few. The handful of fans
that did make the trip saw I jberty contend after a season of difficult games
on the road.
UNC-Asheville looked caught off
guard early as Libert) raced to an
8-2 lead, but with 17:06 on the clock.
George entered the game. Liberty,
looking more than a little intimidated
to go up the middle, tossed in a three
instead. On the other end, George
pulled in a pass...and plopped the ball
in the basket for two — without leaving the ground.
Laughter overran the cheering as
George made the game look easy, swatring away a pesky Liberty guard on one
end and dunking over a Flames defender on the other.
As funny as it looked when the Flames'
guards looped underneath the basket
beneath George's arms on the offensive
end, the chuckles turned to cheering
when I jberty consistently hit treys from
all around the arc. The Mamcs showed

no fold on the defensive end, cither.
UNC-Asheville appeared to be
moving underwater as Tee Jay Bannister flew through the defense for a
crisp pass to Ohman. who then dished
to McLean for a wide-open jam and a
23-1N lead at the eight-minute mark.
Liberty's deep shooting went dry after
the timeout as (ieorgc returned to the
game. With just under five minutes to
go in the half, the Bulldogs t<x>k their
first lead of the game 24-23^ and the
Mamcs l(x>kcd uncomfortable tor the
first time all night. While I jberty had to
work on every possession, the Bulldogs
received instant offense each trip down
the court.
The Bulldogs went into the locker
room up 33-27. and one I jberty student
offered his analysis for the second half.
"As long as we do our job when
(Gcorgc)'s not in there, I think well be
fine," senior Nathan Dcmaskesaid. "It's
far from over. The guy can't play the
whole game, so we've got to take advantage when he's not in there."
George was the obvious catalyst on
a Bulldog squad that was continually
stifled by I jberty defensively. The big
man ended the first half with 14 of the
team's 33 points, shooting five-tbr-six

while the rest of the team made eight of
its 17 shots.
McLean led the scoring for the
Flames with 11 points, and K.J.Garland
recorded eight for UNC-Asheville.
Bryan Smithson putadaggcrin Liberty's heart right out of intermission,
drilling a three low in the shot clock
with a hand in his face. Mclxan went.
to work on the other end, though, going up hard against two white-clad
Bulldogs to cut the lead to 36-31.
When the scoreboard showed 17:21,
the behemoth came off the bench. Undaunted, Bannister rose up and sank
a three then ran to the other end and
drew a charge. Ohman split the net
seconds later, and the game hung tied
at
37Hope returned.
Liberty stayed active under its basket, sliding defensively at a frenetic
speed as the ball swung quickly in the
Bulldog offense.
Bannister came out of a late timeout
spinning and weaving to find Smith
for an inside jam. Around the same
time, however, the deep balls stopped
dropping for the Flames. Mclxan hit
a three to pull Liberty within seven
withfiveminutes left, but with no help

beyond the arc, the future appeared
grim.
They stayed with our cutters a little
bit better, and when I got to the middle, George played me a little bit more
than he did last time, trying to come
up and guard me," Bannister said after
the game, according to the News &
Advance. "But we still had open shots.
We just didn't hit too many."
UNC-Asheville appeared to be in
foul trouble, but four straight free
throw misses by the Flames swung
the momentum the other way as McKay opted to stait fouling to try to cut
the lead. The Bulldogs sank their foul
shots and Liberty's offense spujtcrcd.
For all that McKay had brought to
Liberty throughout the season, for all
the fight Liberty showed throughout
the game instead of wilting before such
a foe — reality hit, and no doubt some
were wondering how far the Flames
would have gone this year had George
decided to take his si/.c 29 sneakers to
a different fledgling conference.
Mclxan ended the night with iS
points on six-for-nine shooting, and
Bannister scored 13 points and handed out five assists. Although Liberty
played a clean game (eight total turn-

overs), the team shot only nine-for-30
from beyond the arc and was out-rebounded 38-19.
"Everybody can't be perfect every
night." Bannister said, according to
the News & Advance. "...You can't get
down on one game."
George recorded a double-double
of 19 points and 11 rebounds, missing
only one shot. Bryan Smithson logged
19 points and eight rebounds, and K.J.
Garland added 17 for the victors. The
Bulldogs shot an unreal 61 percent (25for-41) from the field.
After such a strong showing against
VMI, the defeat was hard to swallow.
Liberty torched the Kcydets from the
three-point line, making 17 of 35 shots
(48.6 percent). Anthony Smith scored
30 points, Ohman put up 21 dn sevenfor-nine three-point shooting. B.J.
Jenkins had iS points and six assists.
Mclxan recorded 13 points and 13 rebounds, and Bannister dished out 14
assists in the March 4 contest.
. Thursday's loss ended the season for
the Mamcs. who were 16-16 overall and
7-7 in the conference.
Contact Jen Slothower at
jrslothower@liberty.edu

Flames hockey finishes fourth in ACHA tournament
ByWillLuper
SPORTS REPORTER
In only its second year competing in the
highest division that the ACHA has to offer,
the Liberty men's hockey team advanced all
the way to the Final Four.
Ultimately, the Flames fell victim to the
Fighting lllini from Illinois by a score of 4-2.
The scoreboard was a bit deceiving, though,
as the game was much closer until the lllini
scored an empty-net goal.
"We played really well together as a team,"
said the Flames captain, sophomore Zac Bauman. "(Jive them credit, because they are a
good team, but they got the bounces out there.
I felt like we outplayed them."
The Flames came out in the first period with
play that, according to Bauman, was not at the
desired level.
"While they are a good team, and their offense

and power play are really good, the first period
we didn't come in as focused as we should
have," said Bauman.
"It cost us two goals. During the second we
were all over them and were missing open nets.
We just weren't bearing down in front of the
net," he said.
Although defeat is never an easy pill to swallow, the Mamcs' accomplishments this season
mark the year as one of the best in program history. .
The Mamcs came into the tournament
ranked as the sixth seed with most people not
expecting them to advance past the second
round, especially when they were paired up
against Penil State. The Nittany Lions had advanced to the championship game for the past
K) years.
I Iowcver. the Mamcs stopped history from
repeating itself and kept Penn State out of the
championship game when they beat them in

the second round 4-2.
Not only were there team accomplishments,
but individual players from the Mamcs received
tournament-wide recognition when sophomore Dave Senienyna and freshman Johnnie
Chung both earned spots on the second AllTournament team.
Senior goaltender Mike Binnie's play was
good enough to land him on the first All-Tournament team as well.
"It was the first time in the history of our program that we had a first-team all-star and two
second-team all-stars," said coach Kirk Handy.
"Although those arc individual awards, 1 think
it shows how well our team played. It's a great
accomplishment that will help us when we're
recruiting players for next year."
Next year definitely presents a challenge as
the Mamcs are losing seven seniors — Jimmy
Stewart, Rob Niemi, Aaron Mackenzie, Kevin
Dykstra, Ben Shaw and Dalton Stolt/. and
Binnie.
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Proudly bringing
light to the Flames'
Worthington Field

With both goaltendcrs included in that
group, the Flames will
be looking to find a
new keeper to man the
pipes.
"Our recruiting for
next season is going

well already," Handy said. "Next year, we're
actually expecting our best recruiting class in
a while."
Bauman will have a familiar face joining him
on the ice when his brother comes to play next
season.
For Handy, advancing to the Final Four in
only his team's second year was a great accomplishment that will also help in attracting new
players to Liberty.
"I think it shows us that we are developing
a program that can compete with anyone nationally, with the best of the best." said 1 landv.
"Being one of the top five teams in the country,
we have established ourselves as .1 legitimate
top-10 program."
Bauman agreed, summing up the season in
one sentence.
"This season was up and down, but we
brought it together when it counted." he said.
The Mamcs will return to the ice in the tall
with a few new faces after saving goodbye to
several team stalwarts.
The goal remains the same
to show the
ACHA that the l.ibeitv Flames are here to
compete at the highest level for a very long
time.
Contact Will Luper at
wluper@liberty.edu.

Senior spotlight shines
on Courtney Watkins
44

(I want people to know) I put God first and that they saw me as a role model,
by leading as an example, not always in my words. I'm not really an outspoken
person, you could say, so leading by actions is more of what I do.
55
on the defensive
end, arms stretched
wide, and whips
strong, two-handed
passes on offense
when she is not
spotting up from
behind the arc.
Although
WatItanlhs,,,:

Km (8.7 ppg, 4.3
rpg. 2.41 apg, 1.41
By Jen Slothower
spg) leads the Big South Conference in threeCOPY EDITOR
point shooting percentage (39.8 percent), Radford's man-to-man defense relegated her to firing
Sometimes, a player does not have to possess a passes instead on Friday. N o forced shots came
lot of height to stand tall. A person does not have from her hands as Watkins instead dished to her
to talk to be heard. The stat sheet does not have teammates. Passes through the air, bounced off
to be full to affect the outcome of a game.
the ground — whether the Lady Flames finished
After tour years of I .ady Flames basketball and and gave her a tally in the assist column or not, her
an off-court lifestyle that is driven by reaching out focused consistency helped the Liberty offense
to others, senior guard Courtney Watkins knows flow smoothly.
how she wants to be remembered.
The game began with two Watkins assists to
"That I put C Jod first and that they saw me as a Molly Frazcc in the first three possessions and
role model, by leading as an example, not always ended with a Watkins rebound for a 70-62 Liberin my words." she said, without taking a breath. ty win. In between the buzzers, Watkins totaled
I ' m nor really an i mtspoken person, you could say. five points and four assists while playing all but
five minutes of the game — numbers that fail to
so leading b\ actions is more of what I do."
On Friday night. Watkins led the Lady Flames' bear full testament to her leadership on the team.
"She's definitely a leader on this team," fellow secharge out (if the tunnel before the game, through
the artificial fog. preceded by only the cheerlead- nior Allyson Fasnacht said after the game, attributing the respect Watkins receives from her teamers and Spark) himself. With 642 points (30th on
Liberty's all-time list), 124 straight games played mates to her hard work — leading by example.
and academic laurels behind her, the team captain
Head coach Carey Orecn echoed the sentiment,
from Bristol. Tenn., took the court at the Vines noting Watkins'"superb leadership," which stood
Center for the final regular-season game in a se- strong enough to lead her teammates to elect her
nior night showdown with Radford University.
as a captain this year.
Watkins' attitude and leadership is fueled by a
At 5' 9" Watkins tails to tower over others like
some of her teammates, but she runs the court relationship with Christ that she works to display
just as.fast and brings an intense focus to each mo- in her sport.
"I think it's just like our coach always says," she
ment she occupies the fl(x>r. With long, blondehair pulled back in a ponytail, she shuffles rapidly said, explaining how her faith translates onto the

hardwood. T r y to go out there and honor and
glorify God and use the talents and abilities he's
given."
For all she does on the court, however, Watkins
runs quite the schedule off it as well. She is currently working on a Master of Education degree
in counseling and administration, having already
completed her Bachelor of Science degree in psychology.
"What sets her apart...is that (she's a) studentathlete," Green said, calling attention to the high
grade point averages held by Watkins and her fellow seniors, Fasnacht and Fglc Smigclskaitc.
In addition to excelling in school, Watkins also
spends time mentoring and tutoring teenagers.
She worked with a youth group at White Rock
and also helps special needs kids at Liberty Christian Academy.
"Half of the things she docs, you would never
know about because she doesn't talk about it,"
Fasnacht said, lauding Watkins' "service and humility."
Just as her faith in Christ is an integral part of
her play, it also reveals itself during her time with
students.
"You lead by example," she said, "and try to be
a light, and try to encourage them in any way —
maybe just little words or phrases to let them
know that Christ is the center of my life."
On her own, Watkins focuses on strengthening
her walk with Christ by having a quiet time every day. She also attends a women's Bible study
every Tuesday at Thomas Road Baptist Church
with another member of the basketball team.
Green says Watkins has a "servant's heart," adding that she understands her "responsibility as a
Christian is not just to Christ, but to others."
H e also appreciates her experience on the team
— especially in previous postseasons — since Libert)' is in the N I T at least (by virtue of its regularseason Big South title) and hopes to win the Big
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South Tournament for a trip to the NCAA tournament.
Watkins still remembers Liberty's surprising
run to the Sweet \6 in 2005, her freshman season.
"We look at it as a God thi ng," she said, recalling
the Casting Crowns' song "Voice of Truth" as the
team's anthem that year. "Wc definitely faced giants the whole time, 'cause wc weren't supposed
to win. God definitely was there with us."
.Although she is wary to make predictions for
this year's postseason, Watkins hints that she
would not mind meeting her home state's team —
women's basketball powerhouse Tennessee — in
the NCAA Tournament.
A native of the Volunteer State, Watkins still
roots for Tennessee but knows that Liberty is the
right place to be.
"I did think about going. I got letters my sophomore year, but I knew Liberty was where the
I>ord was leading me," she said.
As she and the rest of the Flames eye another
tournament run, they know that in order to take
down the giants again, they must put the giantslayer first.
"Honoring and glorifying God every night (is
most important)." Watkins says, "and whatever
happens, happens — just knowing that you gave
your best and that even body sees your efforts."
The Libem- Flames may not have reams of
newspapers highlighting their season or the
gaudiest statistics in the country. One captain
has taught this team, however, to play big and
talk loud without putting up outrageous numbers
or saying too much.
She would not mind reliving part of her freshman year.
This March, that just might happen.
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Stop by or call Aquatics Director
Emily Watkins at 847-5599 for
more information!
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Lady Flames defeat Lancers,
weather postpones home matches
By Adam Trent
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

PHOTO PROVHIKIl

CONTINUING THE TREND—Freshman Jordan Jenkins picked up another win in
singles against Longwood last week and remained undefeated in doubles action.

The Liberty Flames men's and women's tennis teams saw action this week,
playing I^ongwood on Thursday and
starting a match against Winthrop
on Saturday before it had to be called
off due to weather. The Lady Flames
downed the University of Longwood
6-1 on Thursday, avenging last season's loss, while the men fell to the
Lancers o-i.
On Thursday, Liberty's tennis teams
travelled an hour cast to Farmvillc to
take on Longwood. The Lady Flames
swept all three doubles matches, winning the doubles point.
At No. i doubles, freshman Jordan
Jenkins and junior Ekaterina Kuznetsova defeated Sofia Jakab and Laura
Simon 8-3.
At No.a doubles, senior Martyna
Hanusz and sophomore Fabiana Gouvcia defeated Ashley Mclson and Mason Davis 8-5. In the third flight, the
freshman pairing of Stephanie Brown
and Hannah Fick defeated Brittany
Huddlcston and Suzanne Edwards
8-1.
The Lady Flames then swept
through five of six singles matches.
Jenkins defeated Jakab 6-2, 6-1 at No.
1 singles to remain undefeated at the
position. At No. 3 singles, Hanusz defeated Davis 6-r, 6-1.
Brown's streak of shutout wins was
halted by Huddlcston, but the freshman was able to win her No. 4 match

0-4,6-0. At No. 5, Fick defeated Nasim
Moadab 6-0, 6-0 and at No. 6, Gouvcia defeated Mclson 6-1,6-1. The only
setback for the Flames was at the No.
2 position, which was the last match to
finish. Kuznctsova was narrowly defeated by Simon 6-3, 7-6 (7). The win
avenges a 6-1 loss to longwood last
season.
"The girls arc really playing well right
now," coach Chris Johnson said. This
year our lineup is so deep, it makes for
very difficult matchups for the opposing teams. It's really fun to watch as a
largely young team has learned to play
such a smart game so quickly."
The men did not fare as well. Longwood took two of three doubles matches to earn the doubles point and then
won five of six singles matches. At
No. 1 doubles, the Lancer duo of Billy
Hcird and David Cardoso defeated
sophomores Chad Simpson and Juan
Reyes 8-6.
At No. 2 doubles, senior Jaroslav
Trojan and freshman Lcandro Schujmann evened things up for the Flames
by beating Milo Barajas-Alcxandcr
and Brandon Lindslcy 8-3.
With the point to be decided at No.
3 doubles, Longwood's Mani BarajasAlexandcr and Carlos Garcia de Andoain won a narrow victory over the
Flames duo of senior Sebastian Pcna
and sophomore Franco Valdcz. In
singles, Schujmann was the lone winner for the Flames, defeating Heird
6-3,6-4.
On Saturday, the Flames were to

play host to the Winthrop Eagles. The
Eagles were the preseason conference
favorites on the women's side and the
men were picked second in the preseason poll.
The Lady Flames began their match
by winning two of three doubles
matches. Jenkins and Kuznetsova
won at No. 1 doubles 8-4 while Brown
and Fick won at No. 3, 8-6. Gouveia
and Hanusz suffered what would have
officially been their first loss of the season, narrowly falling 8-6 at the No. 2
position.
The men lost at the first and second
flights in doubles, but Schujmann and
Trojan were winning at No. 3 doubles
before the match was called off due to
rain. Due to the cancelation, none of
the results from Saturday will count in
official records.
"While it is too early to tell exactly
what the impact would be by not being
able to play the match with Winthrop,
I am excited about being up 1-0 with
the ladies when we had to stop the
match," Johnson said. "The doubles
point is huge in a match of that magnitude, and the ladies went out and took
it from them."
The Flames leave on Friday to face
the UNC-Wilmington Scahawks and
will go from there to Florida, where
they will play several matches during
Spring Break.
Contact Adam Trent
at jatrent@liberty.edu.

Ellis goes mad at Hatter classic, earns first win of season Saturday
Following the early win against Pres- The Lady Flames posted four hits on
byterian, the Lady Flames moved on the game, with senior Shannon McKto face the Stetson Hatters. Freshman ain having the lone RBI when she platLiberty's went 1-3 in the Hatter Clas- Tiffani Smith was in the circle for the ed Bennett in the fourth inning.
sic tournament in DeLand, Fla., which Lady Flames while freshman Kccly Mc- Presbyterian's four hits and Smith's
was hosted by the Stetson University Millon was the starting catcher. Smith walks caused the Lady Flames loss,
allowed one hit, two earned runs, four 4-iHatters.
walks
and one strikeout. Sophomore
The Lady Flames were set to kick off
Following the game against the Blue
the tournament March 7 against the Dana Wheeler evetnually entered the Hose, Liberty faced Stetson once again.
Presbyterian Blue Hose then face the circle to relieve Smith.
Ellis pitched the full seven innings, facHatters. Due to inclement weather, the
Wheeler faced 20 batters, allow- ing 35 batters. She walked seven batgames were postponed until March 8. ing four hits and one earned run. She ters, struck out two and allowed four
Liberty opened the tournament struckfiveof the Hatters out and and earned runs. Hits were hard to come
against Presbyterian. Junior Sarah allowed no walks. The Lady Flames by for the Lady Flames. McMillon
Ellis was the starting pitcher for the only had three hits during the game, claimed the lone single in the sixth inLady Flames, pitching seven complete with Williams, McMillion and Hcn- ning. .
innings. The right-hander only al- . drix each earning one apiece. The HatDue to the slow bats, the Lady
lowed one hit against 25 batters faced ters scored early in thefirstand second Flames were unable to score. The final
and walked three. Ellis also posted a innings, causing Liberty to suffer a loss score was Hatters 5, Flames o.
career-high seven strikeouts against of 3-0.
The Lady Flames will play a doublethe Blue Hose.
The Lady Flames traveled back to header against the Hatters on Mareh 11
Senior Ashley Williams and fresh- Stetson to have rematch with Presby- and then will travel to Orlando, Fla. to
man Cassic Hcndrix each had two hits terian on Mareh 9. Smith was the start- play the University of Central Florida
while juniors Beth Bennett and Jessica ing pitcher for Liberty, facing 19 bat- and Baylor on March 12.
Lcary chipped in one a piece. Hcndrix ters and allowing four hits, four earned
plated three of Liberty's runs. Due to runs and four walks.
Contact Miranda Fielder
early runs scored in the first two in- Wheeler came in to relieve Smith at
at mbfielder@liberty.edu.
nings, the Lady Flames won their sec- the start of the fifth inning. She faced
ond game of the year, 7-0.
six batters, striking outfiveBlue Hose.
By Miranda Fielder

SPORTS REPORTER

ELLIS IN WONDERLAND
Junior Sarah Ellis allowed
only one hit out of 25
batters in a 7-0 victory for
the Lady Flames.
CALEB ATKINS
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"Music is the shorthand of emotion."

Wes Cole brings the unique
sounds of the electric violin
to the Campus Praise Band
By Audrey Blankenship
1.1 IT.! REPORTER
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Caitlin Plage's debut album released
into eager hands and open hearts
instilled patience in
him as he waited to
main Rachel.
I n IN >IN >r < >f (laitlin Plage's release < >f "lam just remindher debut album, a CD release conceit ed." Plage said, "that
was held in the (lampus North Power- when we are patient
and obedient. God
Source room on March 7.
Plage, a business marketing ma- w ill bless us."
Plage's
catchy
jor from N.C., visited Libert) during
College for a Weekend in 100(1 and rock-inspired songs
auditii >ned f< >r Ex< >dus. C >nc i if I jbcrty's and pure vocals
trawling worship bands that she "fell in brought the audience to its feet sevlove with."
"I almost started crying," Plage said eral times. During
to her audience after performing her one number she
first song. "There are so main people asked the audience
to sing along with
here that I haven't seen in so long,"
Plage produced her recent album her.
with Keith Everett Smith — manager
"You guys arc so
Kyle Smith's brother — both of whom awesome!"
Plage
shemetwhilcin Lynchburg. She views said during the
her album as a culminatu in < if the last 10 show. "Thanks so
or so years of her life — both musical!) much forgetting inand spiritually. She said recording was volved!"
a two-year process, and she is excited to
With over 150
have it finished.
people in atten1taringthe show. Plage sang several dance, including Plage's parents, the
songs from her self-titled album, giving room was full of enthusiastic supporters. People talked about the authentica bit of background for each one.
"I wr< )te this f< ir a friend < if mine who ity Plage displayed both onstage and in
had a really damaged life." said Plage, her life.
referring to "I lold On." "I wrote this
"I met her before." senior Estera Vafor her. asking her to consider (Ihrist." tran said. "She's a real, genuine person,
Another song Plage performed was and I appreciate her authenticity, beone she had finished writing this week. sides the fact that she's a fantastic musi"I .et (io" is a song about the complexi- cian. I really respect her for that."
ties of love, with one line saying. "I
"Cait's a natural," sophomore Jamie
know you say it's better to have loved Joyce said. "She has a knack for music.
than to have never, but baby, I beg n> and at the same time, she's so genuine.
She's real believable to her audience,
differ."
"As I.ong as it Takes" was inspired and I respect that."
Kvle Smith, who iss Plage's manbv the story of Jacob and how (iod
By Kerah Kemmerer
LIFE! REPORTER

"I am just reminded that when we are
patient and obedient, God will bless us."

Z u II BkAW

ager. also played at the show and did
some guitar work on the album.
"She doesn't have a.ton of experience, but it's so obvious that she has the
amazing ability to sing." he said. "I ler
pitch is great. She picked right up on
guitar and just has a raw. natural talent."
Special guest Sarah Kinas. a freshman from Washington. P . C , was
thrilled to open the show for Plage.
"She's an awesome girl, ami I have
been so privileged to he a part of her
life." Kinas said.
While Plage has no current plans for
her future, she said she can onl) hope
that it somehow involves music.
At one point, guests were given the
opportunity to win Plage's album or a
T-shirt by answering random popquestions. For those who did not win, I shirts and albums were made available
for sale at a nearby table. A tew walked
away with a free single bv Kinas.

Wes (lole has gone from a College for a Weekender at one point t( 1
the violinist in the Campus Praise
Hand for three years. Cole has a
passion tor missions, an interest
in aviation and a listening ear for
God's calling in his life.
Of the many questions Cole is
asked, life questions do not rank
among the most popular. Rather,
inquisitions.regarding the instrument he plays are more common.
"Sometimes I have people come
up to me anil ask. 'What's that stick
you're playing?" (!ole laughed. "I say.
'It's an electric violin. It's like the difference between an acoustic guitar
and an electric guitar. They arc the
same instrument, in a way. but one
is acoustic and one is electric."
A junior from Birmingham; Ala..
Cole turned 21 last week and has
played violin since he wasfiveyears
old'.
"I had a friend who was going
to take lessons, and so I wanted to.
also." Cole said. "My parents made
me wait a year to make sure 1 w anted to really do it. 1 did."
Cole, who plays both violin
and trumpet, calls it "random" that
both he and his older brother, who
plays bass, just picked up instruments and stuck with them. I le was
trained in classical violin until five
years ago when he stopped lessons
and started playing on his own. I le
joined the Campus Praise Hand
three years ago and. while he still
loves classical music, he enjoys the
freedom that worship music gives
to his playing.
"1 neverreallyplay the same thing
twice." (!olc said. "The thing that I
love about playing in the Campus
Hand is that you have the freedom
to play and the freedom to come up
with something new — new sounds.
new things. (llassical music is. in a
sense, rigid, in that you play more of
what's written on the sheet. There is
.1 sense of freedom, but not as much
as playing with a band."
Cole's audition at a College for
a Weekend secured the position
for him. ami he joined the band as
a freshman.
"1 just showed up and played,
and they ended up liking it." Cole
said. "It was not something they
were necessarily seeking out."
With thoughts of joining the
U.S. Air Eorccor becoming a commercial pilot. Cole was drawn to

Liberty by the aviation program.
The program is not what keeps him
here, however, as he now pursues
business marketing with the goal of
combining business and missions.
"My plan right now is 100 percent tentative."('ole said. "I have no
idea what is going to happen, but I
feel that the I .ord has called me to
the area of the missions."
('ole heads out to the mountains
of North Africa for spring break
this week to experience life in the
mission field firsthand. A trip to
Venezuela gave him a taste of missions, and he is eager to serve overseas again.
Despite Cole's excitement for
missions, he has not always had a
driving passion for God.
"I guess I hail what seems to be
the typical Christian life growing
up through middle school and high
school." (Idle said. "I feel like I was
never really fully on fire for the I .ord
orsurrendered to him. It was kind of
likc'( )h yeah. I'm in high school and
I'm a (Christian.' I had times when I
was seeking and times when I didn't
care, (iod has really used Liberty
anil trials and tribulations in a huge
way to bring about a passion in me
for seeking after the 1 .ord."
While in Lynchburg. Cole may
be found playing racquctball at the
Sports Racket, hiking the hills or
just hanging with friends and grabbing a bite to eat at (Ihick-til-A.
Laid back and easy-going. Cole
gets along well with the other band
members, and he is amazed at the
rock-solid friendships that have
developed. The members all share
a common love for music and a dynamic faith in their amazing (iod.
"It's really incredible,"Cole said.
They, arc sonic of the coolest people I've ever been around and the
greatest musicians I've ever played
with. We get along great — like a
family — and enjoy spending time
with each other and really trying
to be the brothers and sisters that
we need to be in Christ with each
other."
While Cole does not desire to
pursue music as a career, he plans
on playing for fun and in the local
church wherever he goes. Right
now. he simply enjoys playing for
the Liberty students.
This is a wonderful place that
(iod has placed me in." (k>le said.
Contact Audrey Blankenship at
anblankenship@liberty.edu.

Contact Kerah Kemmerer at
kkemmerer@liberty.edu.
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Ready to relax? Life! gives advice on how to afford a spring break trip
By Kyle Patrick
OPINION VVR1TEB

Spring break is rapidly approaching at Liberty University. It is already
March, and with the last class on Friday, the wcll-dcscrved break from
school begins.
This year, spring break has been ex
tended to encompass the Paster weekend, giving students additional time
with family and friends.
However, there is a very limited
time frame to find the perfect spring
break retreat. Even more important
than choosing the right place is the

money that it takes to get there.
Although one may think that traveling to his or her favorite spring break
locations is expensive, after doing .1
little research on the Internet, these
spring break misconceptions are easil)
debunked.
I .ibcrtv is offering a round-trip bus
service to several locations in Florida,
including Daytona Tampa, Jacksonville MK\ Orlando tor as little as s r o .
For all other locations and prices,
check out LasiCoastdroupTouis.
com store.
\lso. if students are having trouble
finding a cheap lliglu to the desired

location, they should visit SkyHiis.
com. Sk\Hus has flights from so; to
Florida. With a plane ticket for under
si 1, there is little or no excuse not to
go somewhere for spring break.
Another great Web Site lor incredibly cheap, last-minute hotel and (light
packages is StatraveI.eom. The student travel Web site otters everything
.11 us cheapest price, even international
flights for under s:
( anises can often be expensive, but
w ith last minute deals. $21 cruises arc
more affordable than ever. \( )1 ..coin's
navel section has deals on cruises.
1 ruise lines (Carnival .nut Norwegian

arc offering extremely low prices on
destinations such as Mexico, the Bahamas and Florida.
A cruise line, as well as airlines,
would rather have scats filled at discount prices than to not have them
tilled at all. So. although procrastination is often frowned upon, this is the
one time it actually pay soil'.
If none of these spring break getawa\ options fit. it is always a good
idea juM to go home tor the week.
Summer is right around the eornei
as well, so students can take a week off
and spend some quality time with familv or friends from back home.

Ifgoing back home is not an option,
camping is. (lamping is cheap. It is always a great feeling to get away from
the pressures of life for a little while by
taking your closest friends and forgetting about school, money and the pressures of finals week approaching in five
weeks.
. Vs the say ing g< ics. "I jfc is what you
make it." and spring break is no exception.
Contact Kyle Patrick at
kpatrick@liberty.edu.
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"The beginning of knowledge is the discovery of something we do not understand."
Frank Herbert

ed me all the way through. Because I
Wasn't required to work. I didn't appreciate the kind of time I had.
I was a music ami history major in
college, anil I wished I had practiced
the piano and guitar more - just taken
my studies a bit more seriously. I don't
think I completely wasted my time,
but there were a lot of opportunities
for bettering myself that I could have
taken advantage of. but I didn't.
Although I do have a lot of wonderful memories from college and most of
those involve good lifetime friends. I
wish I hail practiced and studied and
become a bit more of a proficient musician than I am. I'm having to kind of
catch up.
(J1 VMPION: What have been your
most memorable teaching experiences?
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Neal Brasher talks about loving
his job and and the joys of theater
By Kerah Kemmerer
LIFE! REPORTER
Moving from the heart of Alabama
to the heait of Virginia, Neal Brasher
has spent the last four years of his life
teaching in the theater arts department
at Liberty University.
Brasher has a large extended family
and spent the majority of his life close
to home with loved ones. I Ie recalls
becoming a Christian on Aug. 2,1979
at a revival meeting and spending the
summer of his freshman year of college
working as .1 summer missionary 111

fcl

the other side of his office wall. Brasher
talks about his youth, admits he struggles in his relationship with God and
discusses his role in "Shadow-lands" as
the brother of C.S. Lewis.
CHAMPION: Tell me a little more
about your background.
BRASHER:

It was an odd thing to

area. Holidays are big events, and everyone always seems to get along really
well. There was just a lot of love and
friendship in the atmosphere. That is
the best thing that I could have hoped
for as a child...to grow up in that kind
of atmosphere was just wonderful.
I brought a friend home from college one time, and my family used to
have an Easter egg hunt with my dad's

come to Lynchburg, because when I
say I was born and raised in Alabama, I
grew up on the land where my dad was
born ami his dad was born.
,\ Iy great grandfather was a (Confederate soldier, and he settled the piece of
land in the iSSos. after the (Civil War.
and that is where I grew up. My family
northern California.
The furthest he has traveled is to has been there for three or four generaMexico, and although he hates to ad- tions living on that land.
T o get up from there and go anymit it. he has never been to New York
City. Brasher would like to travel where...I mean. I went to college in
to England to sec places such as the Birmingham, but that's not that far
Globe Theater, the birthplace of away. My masters degree was in TusShakespeare. Oxford. Cambridge and caloosa, but that's just an hour and half
where C.S. Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkien away. I was in .Army National Guard
taught. He would also like to travel to at one point at Fort Knox. Ky.. for just brothers, sisters and cousins. They
(lermany since he studied the (ierman three and a half months. I had a pro- had already started the hunt, so when
fessional theater job in Virginia. That we drove up. my friend asked. "Is this
language while in college.
With a childhood ambition to be a was my first job out of grad school, and your church?"
I said. "No, this is my family."
visual artist, theater seems like a natu- I came out and worked with the. \mcrican
Shakespeare
(Center.
(CHAMPION:
Are there things vou
ral variation of that dream. Lately,
(CiIAMPION: Do you have any fond .know now that you wish you had
however, his drawing opportunities
known in your college days?
have been limited to creating pictures childhood memories?
BRASHER: 1 wish I had taken the
BRASHER: Some of the best memoof "rainbow firetrueks." fairies and merries I have involve my extended family. time opportunities that 1 had in college
maids for his two daughters.
11 < uised i n the Fi ne Arts 11 al I. where My dad has nine brother and sisters, more seriously. 1 didn't have to work
he is serenaded daily by the piano on and most of them still live around that while in college — my parents support-

(CHAMPION: YOU mentioned earlier

that you stmgglc with your relationship with (>(x1.
BRASHER: I struggle with God a
lot...I have doubts, struggles. I think
we ought to be honest about that as a
(Christian. It is helpful to know that
the name Israel pretty much means "he
struggles with God." The Jewish people certainly have done that for thousand of years, and we do. top.
This play. "Shadowlands." addresses this stmgglc because it is the story
of (C.S. I .cwis. 11 .ewis) had written all
these wonderful theological books, but
then this woman came into his life and
he didn't expect to grow in love with
her. When she g< >t cancer and died, that
was a h ugc stmgglcforhim. 1 "here was
all this pain and grief and strife.
I low do you put that alongside a
(iod who loves us? I )oes he care that
BRASHER: I have had a couple of
experiences...a student has been in we are hurting like this? I think (Chrismy class anil some time has elapsed, tians ought to be very open and honest
and the student walks up to me in the with each other about the fact that wc
hallway or town and says something struggle with God and even our belike. "What vou taught me in that class liefs.
helped me do this" or "I was able to
(CHAMPION: What is the last b<x>k
get this job anil it really was helpful to you read, and why did you enjoy it?
me."
BRASHER:
I am reading several
()r, I have had the experience of a plays right now. trying to decide what
student coming up to me about a year to do next year. I am reading "Brothafter the class, and asking where he ers and Friends," the diary of Major
could find one of the books I used be- Warren Hamilton Lewis, C.S. Lewis'
cause he liked it so much and wanted brother. In the play "Shadowlands." I
to know more about it. Those experi- am playing this man. I Ie was a career
military officer. He and (C.S. Lewis
ences are very good, very rewarding.
('.\ 1 VMPION: Do you feel you arc at were both officers in World War I.
I am reading this diary of his life, trythe place in your life where things are
ing to get a handle on who he was and
settled?
try ing to portray him accurately. It has
BRASHER: Yes. Right now. I am
definitely doing what I feel I should be been fun not only to read the book but
doing. Some very interesting things to be studying about and playing him
happened in my life regarding the in the production.
school 1 used to attend in my under(CHAMPION: H O W do you enjoy
grail. a seminary 1 went to. regarding a spending your time outside of the theschool I taught at before I taught here, ater?
people I've met. A lot of interesting
BRASHER: Well. I like playing the
things happened that seemed to lead guitar or music in general. Wc bought
me here.
a house a couple of years ago. so I have
I decided I needed to get back into tried to have a garden in the back once
theater, sent out a lot of resumes, and or twice. My family likes ha\ing people
Liberty is the one that worked out. A over from time to time.
I said initially that I wanted to be an
artist when I was a kid, so I get to do a
lot of drawing with my daughters and
exercise my visual arts a little bit.

"Especially in the Christian mindset, we understand
there is something even deeper, that we have been
given the gift of each other, and we should really
cultivate and cherish that gift."

(CHAMPION: Do you have any advice

for students or thoughts you would liketo share?
BRASHER: I do cherish very much
the friendships made in college and
elsewhere. 1 would say to students,
don't take those friends for granted.
(Cherish them, love them and encourage each other, as the people you meet
in college will very likely be friends for
friend that I had met in Birmingham the rest of your life. Try to cultivate
from Scotland was living in Lynch- those friendships as much as you can in
burg, and he was the only person I college.
knew here. 1 Ie helped us move in. and
Especially in the (Christian mindset,
it was good to have that contact.
we understand there is something even
While I have no objective proof that deeper, that we have been given the gift
it was the hand of God, it certainly of each other, and we should really culseems looking back at it and the things tivate and cherish that gift.
that lead us to this place, like there was
providential action in it. I have been
Contact Kerah Kemmerer at
yen happy, at I .iberry. It is a great place
kkemmerer@liberty.edu.
to be. and I love what I do.

12th annual Civil War Seminar will bring the year 1863 to
By Amanda Sullivan
LIFE! EDITOR

For two days. I aberty University's campus
will remember the year [863 as the university
hosts the 12th annual (Civil War Seminar. "Reaping the Whirlwind: The Battle of (iettysburg,"
The seminar will take place March 28-30 and
consists of meals authentic of the 1863 era, a period ball anil several speakers.
The seminar is free for Liberty students for
the first time.
A banquet will kick off the seminar on Friday, March 28 at 6:^0 p.m. in the (irand I x>bby
ofDc.Moss Hall. All food and dress will be
evocative of the (Civil War.
"The main entree will be 'schnir/. und knepp,'
German tor 'apples anil ham' and dumplings.
There were 200 hogs in (iettysburg on June
27 but probably nan an oink by July 3," Professor of Victorian Literature Dr. Brenda Ayrcs
said. "The main dessert will be peach cobbler,
in that (Jettysburg's peach orchard was the site
of heavy lighting."
The (Civ il War Seminar will continue with a
unique breakfast.
"For breakfast, students of Liberty's Victorian Society will be serving hardtack. Johnny
cakes, gingerbread, applesauce cookies and cinnamon Hop. which is what some of the 25,000
injured soldiers would have been eating there."
Ayrcs said.
"1 lardtack. the most common tixx.1 tor soldiers, was often called worm castles.' but we

won't have any worms in ours. I .ike a very hard
cracker, it was also called the 'tooth duller/The
(Confederates usually ate Johnny cakes instead
made out of corn flour. The more tasty items
at (Jettysburg would have been a welcomed
relief." '
The seminar will progress with keynote
speakers and performers such as Ayrcs. Kent
Masterson Brown. Dr. Tom Desjardin, Reverend ,\lan Farley, Dr. Brad Gottfried, Dr.
Darlene Graves, Dr. Michael Graves, Troy
llarman, Jerry Markham. Ben Mariniak. Dr.
Brian Melton. Dr. Ethan Rafus. David Rider.
Delanie Stephenson. Richard (J. Williams Jr.,

Eric Wittenberg and Dr. Steven Woodworth.
For the first time, the seminar will host a ball
reflecting the (Civil War era on Friday, March
21; at 7:30 p.m.
Period dress is required tor all attendees,
however, an escort is not required.
Participants may rent costumes at A/.tec
Rental. The tickets cost $23 for couples and $13
for individuals.
"This is the first year that wc will host a (Civil
War ball." Ayrcs said. "It will I K a historic reenactment of one, which means all participants
must come in period costume."
For more information, visit Liberty.edu/
(CivilWarorcall 434-392-4360.
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
amsullivan3@liberty.edu.
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Senior art show displays
work offirstStudio Aft grads
"My most recent work involves,, i
drawing on collaged papery I laye£'~ 2
different types of paper to make an 1
Warm, inviting light beamed intricate background that is theru'*
through the raindrop-speckled combined with a simplistic foreC'*
windows of the Beeswax Candle ground. L often include text from- %
Company, piercing the dreary books and newspapers in the backweather during Lynchburg's First ground," Brown said.
Friday celebration on March 8.
The inspiration for .her pieces is; For the first time, three Liberty * drawn from God's creation.
students displayed their artwork
"I like to draw the things I see *
andvpal^dcfpated in the community in nature and often represent therC %
event, which allowed free access to in a different way than you would***
a number of downtown galleries normally see them," she Said.
from 5 to 8 pfp|.^p?
Her piece ."^®hips" was com-- S
Dazzling portraits bursting posed of layers of green and white
with intense emotion and mag- material gently resting upon a vividJ™
nificent color sat contrasted* atpp blue background.
diiilbrjckwalls. Students Jennifer
Different fron^tljg, '<5tH|gj§^sj|
Bi©\|n|r'Caresse Long and Sarah floral exhibitbyMgb^^pe^^raS
Roberts, eaejjgfij&cipating j n a Cr|os|d^®bnght yellows,--greens^S
gallery for thefirsttime, presented Cpmks'lpa:?purples Her acrylic"
their collages, portraits and^ floral painting "Jo's Flower" used bright-"
pieces.
colors to draw' the viewer's eye
The three girls will be the first from the flamboyant petals down
to graduate from Liberty's new to the deep yellow, pollen center.
Studio Art program this May.
"I chose to study a few different
"Caresse and I contacted many types offlowersand have found my
of the galleries downtown, but inspiration from my parent's love
most of them were booked up of gardening," Roberts said. They
to two years in advance. Kathy have influenced me to appreciate
Shaw, the owner of Beeswax, the beauty thatflowershave."
had an opening for the first FriOnlookers enjoyed light, re-,
day in March, and we jumped at freshments while looking over the ,
the chance to be involved in such artwork.
a huge community event," Brown
T am very impressed by the ./
said.
professional presentation of it all,"
Around 25 of the students' piec- Liberty graduate Rachel Valliere
es were exhibited in the enchant- said.
ing, eclectic gallery, on sale from
Each artist already left an indelaround $85 to $800.
ible ifhpression. upon the Lynch-•_
One image, produced by Long, burg commumr^™*'
"(The girls) have been wonderportrayed the life-like face of Nancy Reagan in the forefront with ful," said Monica Troyer, assistant
touching family depictions — in- to store owner Kathy Shaw. T";
cluding the late President Ronald think that they are very, veky tails
• Reagan ,r in the background. Un- ented. I had a.Ta|y: that just told
derneath and around her pictures me she had gone to one of the •
were unique glass mosaics, wind other openings, and these pieces:'J4
chimes, candles and clocks, as well are much better than what she j
as a slew of other creative expres- saw there/That says a lot for these
sions. Another one of her other young ladies. Each one is very
works was afinely-detailedimage unique in what she does."
of striking black pearls in acrylic
Contact Claire Melsi at
on a board.
cvmelsi@liberty.edu.
By Claire Melsi
LIFE! REPORTER

SETTING THE MOOD — Long placed unique glass mosaics, wind chimes, candles and clocks around her paintings to create a colorful ambience.

f
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GOD'S CREATION — Brown receives much of the inspiration for her work from beautiful objects she sees in nature.

ORCHIDS — Many of Roberts' paintings featured flowers with bright yellows, greens, pinks and purples.

